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11t~ ~leek vehk~ promoting Alpine car stereo systems was one of many exhibits at the annual Jaycses' Pacific Northwest 
Trades Fair held recently In the Terrace arena. Standing next to the car Is Bob Hltchcock, sales representative for Sight and 
• 8ound, the Terrace distributors for Alpine. Organizers said this year's Trades Fair was the biggest ever. Watch the May 6 Issue of 
the Terrace Review for more photos and coverage of the three-day exhibition. Photo by Danie~ SerquJst. 
50 CEN'I'~ 
. ,  New agencies 
urged to 
h.elp:.-workersl 
~ C E  -. Alcoholism late," was Dong Fost~'S 
and ;drug dependency,, assessment •- of services. 
available inthe northwmt. 
Foster is .the regional  
director fo r  Northwest 
Alcohol andDrug corm, 
selling :0~,  and,he 
edged as serioUsproblems .- appeared  'along - with - 
,in theshops and:offices of.  counsellor Jeff Talbot 
B,C. A ~sedom--solution . before -the ~ five.memb~ 
will" require, better educe-,:: Task' Force on "A.Icoho! 
tion o f  .,~mployers and-: a ~: 'and .Drag ::•Abuse in,:~th e , 
network " of  . community-..-Workplace,., .-. . 
agenc ies  :' to  supp6rt : ."By the~eawork  ~ ~: 
: Workers during i~ieeoyew, ~ ref .err~, to us, wnat.we.'.re: 
a government task.., force, .-getting m a personm me. 
was told. recently:in'i:Ter- 
ra~.  " - 
"What  we're able to of.. 
far now is too little, too 
. . ;  . . . . .  pped from ., ::" tire ~i ; 
ans legacy pl " 
.f- 
latter stages of chemii:al 
dependency," Foster said. 
He placed theblame for - 
that situation : on lack. of.. 
education and- intervew 
t ion on the part o f  
i~  typically perceived as 
disorders almost exclusive 
~ to down.and.outers, on-, 
~" skid row,,me now being 
" identified and=, acknowl- 
Ba dsh il employers ands genres! n e i attitude toward-alcohol. , 
'~  .~Y  .... ""  4r~ 
"a .readily. available and 
• acce,pted".~:s0¢ial.: !lubri-: . 
"~cohol,abuse is. not 
viewed as an,abnormal 
problem until-a parsee's: 
life is on the verge of fall. 
ing apart," Foster said. 
"The referrals we get.ale 
usually hostile.and ha~ a 
dubious potential for m~- 
cess." Those who do:  
• manage to straighten thek 
lives out after ' years ~ of 
substance abuse :Foster - 
termed "white-knuckle 
successes" ,  hanging ' on  
grimly to sobriety, 
"knowing they,can't ddUk 
and drag anymore". The 
success rate, Foster said, ~is 
about 40 percent. 
An .average Of  .about 
one in everyten people in 
the region will develop a 
metered (ks Ipqe 34 
Bed Orleans, developer of the Mount Layton Hot Springs Resort at Lakelse Lake, shares his 
lunch with a little friend. The resort Includes a water elide complex which features three elides, 
each standing 60 feet high; a 22-unit hotel with the main hot springs nestled In the lobby. The 
complex Is sure to attract many tourists to the are& See stow page 3. P~oto by Oanlele Berqullt. 
Sports fishermen 
set 1987 agenda 
organization will lobby 
for a comprehensive 
management scheme to 
conserve the Skeena fish 
resource for all users. 
The Coalition was 
founded last year out of 
concern for critical deple. 
tion of salmon and 
steelhead stocks native to 
the skeena. The organiza- 
tion consists of directors 
representing the steelhad 
society, the B.C. Wildlife 
Federation, several rod 
and gun clubs, f '~  
resort owners and 
and outfitters.Its declaled 
objectives are rehabilita- 
tion of Skeena River 
salmonids and the 
eeatlamd ee P~,  6 
TERRACE-  Detailed 
planning Work and tender 
specifications are being 
drawn up  for Terrace's 
' t Expo legacy projec, but 
that proj ,act no longer in- 
cludes a"'bandShell in 
George M. Little Park. 
The bandshell was part 
of the original grant ap- 
plication, :: but Terrace 
council has decided the 
$500,000 price tag on 
enhancements to the 
swimming pool complex 
Will take as much as the 
city can afford. The Expo 
legacy grant will cover 
about one-third of the 
cost. 
The pool' expansion, 
Which Aid. Me Takhar 
termed a "Cadillac', pro- 
ject, will add resources to 
the existing exercise room 
and include other, ameni- 
ties such as a sauna and 
hot tub. Ata recent coun- 
cil Committee of the 
Whole •meeting it was 
noted changes to the struc- 
ture of the building's ceil- 
ing.will end problemswith 
moisture condensation 
and result in better heat 
-retenti0n. 
Terrace architect Alex- 
ander lnselberg i s  in 
Charge 0f design. 
Aid. George Clark said 
at the April 27 council 
meeting that council still 
Oats HI Lo Prl¢ 
April 20 5 ' 0 20.4 
April 21 6 1 .8 
April 22 10 2 trace 
April 23 16 1 trace 
Apd124 10 3 trace 
April 25 10 ~. trace 
April 36 9 1 1.6 
supports the bandshell 
project in principal but is 
unable to fund it due to 
the cost of the pool expan- 
s ion .  Aid. Bob Jackman 
suggested it Would be an 
appropriate undertaking 
for community groups 
such as service clubs, and 
he estimated the total cost 
of building a bandshell to 
be •between $25,000 and 
$40,000. 
If the project obtains 
funding, Terrace:council 
will donate the use of land 
in George M. Little Park 
as a site for the structure. 
The 8th ,,nnual Day Care Week is coming up May 3 to 10. Licensed day care oentree In Terrace 
amworklng together to Inform the community abouteervlces at their centree. Krlstopher Long 
attends the Terrace Day Care Centre on a regular basis. See stow on the local centre page 13. 
Photo by Denials Berqulet, 
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Forecast: Cloddy and 
occasional rain through 
Thursday. Remaining 
¢ool and possibly clear- 
Ing over the weekend. 
Highs around 10, lows 
• around 2.3.  
I I 
% 
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TERRACE -- The Skeena 
Watershed Sports Fisher. 
men's Coalition will cow 
tinue its efforts this year 
to establish a co- 
management board for the 
Skeena River with equal 
representation of native, 
sport and commercial 
fishing interests. 
At a recent public 
meeting in Terrace Coali. 
tion member Bob Brown, 
a localresident who is also 
president of the B.C. 
Steelhead Society north. 
west chapter, said despite 
resistance from both com. 
martial fishermen and the 
senior bureaucracy of the 
Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans (DFO) the 
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.Gold 
: (: " i. . ,;~ : 
found/ 
-Westmin Resources ex- 
pects to make a produc- 
tion decision on  its gold 
property: near. •Stewart 
sometime in July, accord- 
in8 to  Harlan Meade, 
western regio/tal explora- 
tion manager for the com- 
pany, 
Meade said project 
evaluation drilling i s  
presently under way on 
the  Silbak Premier and 
• Big Missouri properties, 
and the tender for a final 
feasibility study has been 
awarded to Wright, En- 
.. rinsers. Their report is ex- 
pelled in June, and Meade 
saidthe joint venture part- 
nets wilt then decide 
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More than 60 IocM people attended arecent Chamber of Commeme luncheon to get infomnatlon on the new $24 million sawmil being built In Ter. ' ' whether to proceed. T 
• e ,, O I  ' -Construction could, race by Skeena Cbllulose~ Construction manager J im Davis (standing) said nearlyall the mill'S machinery will be fabrlnated inCanada and local 
.be'Bin as"early as  this  fa l l ,  • contractors will have opportunities for work "if their.pencils are sharp enough . . . .  ' . .  -, . " : ' ' . 
:agltd produetion-ofgold Pleed for nuclear m ed,cin+e and silver, would start Sometime in  the third : : 
quarter of 1988. i i i 
-... The.mine is expected to 
"+"employ.:!. lllsttenyears.:.~120people fog.at . N o rt h we st  to b e  stud i e d 
I n  ' 
The feasibility study is ' i ' 
• :- being directed only at sur- . 
face mining, methods, bt/t 
Meade said exploration .TERRACE: --  The substances uch as drugs of the lungs. Mills Memorial would discipline; the position is 
"::... re~lts.in.!the Silbakarea Ministry of Health has and hormones, Pat ient s requir ing come to about $400,000 presently being advertised. 
;~+ point toward the puss,bill- agreed to fund a study to These substances can nuclear medicine services for equipment and reno- Carelius said he hopes 
i;i!ii..tyof an underground pro- determine" i f  a nuclear also.be injected into apa- presently have to travel to rations, and the service the Ministry of L Health 
!.:~ii .gram at some future date., medicine facility is  re- tient and used tO create Vancouver or Prince would require two full. study will becompleted 
.-~(. The patternof mineralize- quired.in the Northwest, images of internal partsof George with the associated time technicians.: and two sometime in the next few 
' ti0n there, lhe said, seems Mills Memorial Hospital the body when scanned expenses and time delays other staff to operate~ The months. Letters o f  sup- 
/:5i tO, indicate richer gold administrator  Norm- with especial-samara, As in diagnosis. Ministry of  Health; he  port, he said, have been 
: mntent at depth. Carelius said recently, an example, Carelius aid, Information obtained noted, will require Mills received from hospitals in 
...... One analyst, describing Carelius explained rad ioact ive  iodine f rom Tra i l  Regional Memorial•to find a physi- Stewart, Smithers, Hazel- 
the Westminproperties as nuclear: medicine is a ~becomes concentrateddnwHospital;which services a clan qualified in the ton and Kitimat. 
' " "major  deposit",- in- diagnostic tool with a wide ' the thyroid gland; 5ther I l)opulationaboutequaito " : '  r " "or  • 
L~dicated the total reserve variety o f  applications,, elements can beused to+the loca l : reg ion  and T e r r a c e  police 
~' may approach one million particularly in cancer in- obtain scans of : bone, i received a nuclear , ' 
ounces, vest,ration. The concept heart, lungs, kidneys and medicine installation four TERRACE --  In the early charged with impaired 
• Meade said the corn- involves the use of other specific areas. ' years ago, indicates the morning hours of Sunday, driving in the incident and 
• ,- .l~mywili recommenceex- substances that are "tag- These properties, he: service would be l self- 
~: plo.ration in the area at the red" with radioactive said, are especially useful liquidating, The Trail April 19, a sub-compact Will appear in Terrace 
• of  May. West- markers. In the labo- in post-operative examine- '+hospital is doing an car Went out of control, court at a later date. . . ~  - overturned and landed in * * * 
hold an open ratory, nuclear medicine tions of cancer patients average o f  500 laboratory coJm'mAIr.cx 
house in Stewart after the can be used to analyze and for victims, of proce(iures and just under a water-fried ditch on 
f'mnl feasibility study is blood samples for the pulmonary embohsm, 100: patient scans per  Queensway Dr. The two mmKn~/~~__~ 
: t'ded in June. presence and quantity of clots in the blood 'vessels month for a populatmn of female occupants of • the . . . .  car  received minor in- 
• 1 IIIIIllllllllllllltllltllltllltllllltlllllll.lltllllltlllllllttlllltllll o. , 70,000.Careliussaidthecostof juries. 
• . r putting, the techno logy . in  A female young of- 
i. 
• . ,  
' You don ' t  have  to . " ' fender f rom Terrace was. 
+be r ich to 
' a .dvert ise!  , 
A classified ad un ~ ' ~  ~i ~ 
. . theTer r~oeRev iew : i  ~ n  n ] in  qu ie t  sur roun( ] ings i  "~t.~'~)~2- ] 
is Yours for ~i~ 
ON LY s2 : Place 5:00p.m.- ,0:00p.m,  J EST 
• : ~:i~!~ ~:i 4620 LAKELSE AVE. 638"8141 
. . . . . .  " ' (fOrHow ,a,oumaXimUmget your ad o f  t~NO week~) i  ! ! ! i~? , :  " ':~ ~ ~ ~,~ ~~~ ~ ~ ) . ~ ' ~  RESTAURANGIM"S T ~,a~ 
• . . . . .  ., Into the Review? " Specializing in chinese ~~[g~t Chinese0PEN &z DAysCanadianAWEEKF°°d -~I,1[~, ' 
:. : .e drop it In our mall slot " Cuisine and Canadian ;t} Men-Wed 11:C" .~M.--10:0OPM t}, 
- '~ .+ Thursday 11:30~,M - -  11:00PM~7~ 
. • mall it to us . DiShes ~ Frl.$at 11:30 AM -- 1:00 AM ~ ~ : • come lnto our office . . . .  ~ 4~OlOrelgAvo.. FoTTIkI-OuI ~ Sunday 12:00 AM -- 10:00 PM 
• ' • phone us ~ T~mmo, e.C. ph.e,~emt ~ .  4643 Park Avenue 635-6111 .. 
. • or stop us on the street ' I~A Ik ; ' "qP  A ; ; '  ' - 
' you I~ l~F I I l ,  P/r~CTO.V can tell your 
.There will be. no bllllngl Pay next time 4717 IAKELSE YOU 
come In or next time you see us. We're work- NEXT TO SKEENA MALL . 
Ino the "Honor System" e ~ ¢ y o ,  wt  prospective diners ' .  
: 0 onute, sndwlches, 
Terrace Rev iew 
" - ' Muffins, Cakes, why they would enjoy 
. . .  Ice cream, coffee, tea, visiting your restaurant 
Hot chocolate, Mllk, Pop. for only $4.50 per week. 
4535Grelg Ave., Terrace - • .635-4339 OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY ' 
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Hot Springs 
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ReSort 
- -A  
~,ater slide complex which 
includes three slides stand- 
in8 at a height of 60 feet, a 
smaller one for the kiddies 
designed for the very 
young and the very old, " 
plus • a 22 unit first class 
hotel with the .main hot 
springs nestled-in the lob- 
by, is the mega-bucks pro- 
ject of Bert Orleans. 
blv Danlele Berquist 
. . . .  :• ,i~:: • 
:~•"~i'/: "?'. • : '  ' ~. i•,! ' ": "'\': " • , ,.: 
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The amusement resort is 
estimated to cost in the 
area of $4 million, said 
Orleans. Already, still on- 
ly at phase one of the pro- 
ject,the hot springs resort 
is attacting a lot of curious 
looks, said- monitor and 
operator of the  lagoon 
system, Bernie Morris. 
People stop their cars on 
the side of the highway to 
see the development of the 
hot springs at Lakelse 
Lake, he added. 
The Mount La~on Hot 
Springs "Resort promises 
competitive rates not far 
off from local motels and 
T •'• "•'~ : ,=g.,  .;. . ,  
- , ? 
,¢; '4 • 
:: 
e 
"llm mega.bucks project of the Mount Layton Hot Spdnge Resod includes a water slide complex comprised of three slides, each at 60 feet high, a 
turtle slide designed for the very young and not.so-adventurous, a 22-unit hotel end much more, said Mount Layton developer Bert Orleans. 
Photographs  by  Can le le  B(~ 'qu l l L  
e 
" - :2,:" £, 
hotels servicing the Ter- 
race/Kitimat areas. 
-Orleans added the hotel 
includes two indoor swim- 
ming pools 4/ith the main 
hot spring iri the lobby. 
SWimmers can splash 
through one of the pools course, business oriented, from sun up to sun down. be awarded for:each name :,•- 
to the outside,even in the People who have children In the hotel p.art Of the picked. •~' 
winter time. ~ can. rent one of the !ux, complex, atropcaigarden _ .  ~ ~ . . . .  . .  . . .  
• unous rooms, sit them-.. will :be cultivated, said .urlean~, ~; ,~e sn.aes 
Orleans aid his amuse- selves comfortably on the Orleans. One of the tWO will ~ q~te; ! :~e.ng~.  
ment resort is going tobe balcony and watch their indoor• s~ng .pools .forthose.;w, n o~w .~.t.to tv/ . 
family oriented, and of family enjoy themselves will be des|gned so people it. Thespee(l sltdels about 
:caJt swim i~_Qm t~e~,~de ;,~my~e.n.,t:to ~a :t,r~:~ti,~,. 
" (,f•l h( "motel"compiex "to vrom me top to me rmLsn 
the outside, summer and takes about three seconds 
winter alike, 
Local schools from the 
region will be askedto 
participate in a contestto 
name the: turtle slide. 
orleans said he is also 
searching 'for names for 
the three other slides as 
well. If you have any ideas 
keep them in mind for the 
contest • ' coming up soon. 
Orleans added, prizes wil l  
said one of the crew work- 
ers. However their are two 
main slides that have a 
number of loops and go at 
amore relaxed pace which 
land in the splash pool. 
Employees are convinced 
the resort is going to attact 
a lot of people. 
Orleans is .planning a 
grand opening to take 
place on Canada Day, 
Wednesday, July 1. 
• . . .  
work crew transforming the I.akelse. Lake Hot-Springs Into a holiday resort guaranteed to attract many tourists to the 
region are: Donna Geler (left), Bernie Morris, Nick Mlddleton, Jody McCree, AI Toovey, Wayne Green and Gurgen Natthels. 
Bernie Monde, who monitors and operates the lagoon system at the Mount Layton Hot Springs Resort, said the lagoons have 
been built up substantially more than is required by the waste management branch. Morris said this was a precaution to alleviate 
any problems with the sewage system. 
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LABOR CHANGES COULD CREATE HOTSUMMER 
Well, it looks like I goofed. The recently introduced '::;'bashing. The unions loathe it and the NDP hates it• indicated that he's willing to listen tO suggestions :for 
I~ur le~slation certainly isn't getting the smooth.ride I .:~::-- There are signs that the forces against ~e  legislation ~nor  changes in the legislation. But the unions, won't " 
ght-it would. It's geiting arough ride, a very rough/i!~iare being welded into a. singie, powerf.u ! opposition, have it. They want the'bill scuttled, killed, 
t ie  .~' !ii~:~:Already there are uarg rants oz a return to the flays oz 
• The only ones, so far,' to express a lik'mg for the In-';):~i!iSolid~d~.which mount~ m.~s ralhes agamst former 
dustrial Relations Reform Act are the Socred MLAs.~md!i~...)! p renner um uennett's restraint program: ~ 
gritish Columbians.with an inclination towards uniOn~)~:;~,;~= :'Premier Vander Zalm has met with umon leaders and " " 
~ - -  . • , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .  ~-.,. ,~ .~ '  , - . . . .  
• " " " " t . ,  "~ '  "v.  "~~"  ' ' 
_ , ,  ,:.,.!,.?i~....::..{~..~ , ' .  
• Letters to the editor will be 
considered for publication 
only when signed. Please 
Inc lude  Your  phone  
number .  • The  ed i to r  
reserves the r ight  to 
condense and edit letters. 
Opinions expressed are 
not necessarily those of 
the Ter race  Rev iew.  
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Worried and weary 
To the editor, 
I am concerned about 
the evil on the planet hat 
is permitted by those who 
have the ability to change 
laws and enhance the fife 
of "al l"  the living. What a 
vanity to enslave, torture, 
imprison, rape, plunder 
and execute the poor 
because of racism and 
class consciousness. In= 
deed wealth is power. It 
profits the mortal meat 
but the'Godless and 
human devils do not care 
about souls or the living. 
I present a message 
from the Holy Scriptures. 
Many profess to be Chris- 
fians, but the works are ig- 
' • nored. Religion is meant 
to change the personal life 
to the will of God. Every- 
thing has become big husi= 
ness and those who can 
help at this time, will not. 
Those who are victims are 
aware, but  they are 
ridiculed and are helpless. 
Vain is the help of men. 
God help us. 
America and Canada 
will not escape the abomi- 
nations practiced in other 
countries. The decadence 
and pleasure-seeking of
many and open rebellion 
against hose who try to 
serve God increases. 
Men, women and chil. 
dren,•even a imals and the 
land ~tself suffers o a few 
can ~t,  drink and be 
merry. My message is in 
regard to all people who 
have no human r i~ts ,  no 
land, no acceptance to ex- 
ist on this planet, and I am 
one of them. 
Please read Matthew 
7:8-34, Matthew 26:35.46. 
Please read the Holy Bible 
and pray daily. Matthew 
22:29 - -  You err,• if you 
do not know the scrip- 
tures, nor the power of 
God. 
Proverbs 15:3 --  The 
eyes of the Lord are in 
every place, beholding the 
evil and the good. Acts 
17:28 - -  For in Him, we 
live, and move and have 
our being. Psalm 89:11 - -  
The Heavens are Thine, 
the Earth also is Thine: as 
for the world and the 
fulness there of, Thou has 
founded them• 
I Tim. 6:17 --  Charge 
the rich to not be high= 
minded or trust in uncer- 
tain riches. Trust in the 
living God who giveth us 
] ct.(:cr 
Thank you 
To the editor, 
On behalf of the Ter- 
race Youth Bowling of 
richly all things to enjoy. 
Psalm 100:3 - -  Know ye 
that the Lord He is God. 
It is He that hath made us. 
Jar. 27:5 - -  I have made 
the earth;the man and the 
beast. Rev. 3:17 --  
Because Thou sayest, I am 
rich, and increased with 
goods, and have need of 
nothing. Mark 10:18 - -  
There is none good, but 
one, that is, Ood•~ 
Proverbs 17:5 - -  Who 
so m0cketh the: poor 
reproacheth his maker: 
and he that is glad at 
calamities shall not be un- 
punished. Ezekiel 36:28 --  
And you shall dwell in the 
land. Ezekiel 37:4 -- And 
I shall place you in your 
own land (We have no 
right to claim land and 
murder for it.) 
It looks as though 
everything is God and 
belongs to God. What are 
we going to take with us 
when we die? Life is short, 
especially with AIDS, 
cancer, accidents, war, 
etc., rampant. 
People who keep silence 
and profess friendship to 
the afflicted but do not 
speak up or help. are also 
guilty, I am no judge. I 
Terrace, I would like to know God.is judge of all. 
thank all the local mer- (Womed and weary), 
chants who sponsored ~Jranny, 
teams in the recent 4th 
Annual  Y .B .C .  Bowl.a- 
spiel held on the Easter 
weekend. 
John Syrette 
Tm'ra~, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. 
WORD POWER. napoleon: 
a pastry dish which consists 
of a puffy paste filled with 
cream• 
The•legislature's role as a watchdog over the new i n -  
dustrial relations commissioner will be conf'med to 
debating.the merits of  government intervention: in a 
strike which Peck and his Industrial Relations Council 
deem .harmful to the public interest. And if the 
legislature isn't sitting, it can't even do that • Until after 
the fact• 
The only one with any real power over Peck will be 
the government. The question is: will it want to exercise 
that power or give Peck a free hand? If it chooses to do 
• the latter, Peck will be more powerful than:the 
legislature. 
Another bone of contention are the changes which, 
according to ~the unions, make it easier for unionized 
companies to set up dummy non-union corporations; 
These companies can then route a lot of work iu•the 
direction of their non-union subsidiaries, opening the 
door to nasty practices, uch as sub-standard wages and 
working conditions and few or no benefits• 
My initial assessment that the legislation doesn't con- 
stitute an all-out attack on the labor movement still' 
stands. Far from being fight-to-work legislation, the act 
has a lot of good" things in  it. But in British Columbia, 
where even minor changes in the labor laws make the 
unions nervous, massive intervention, such as proposed 
in Bill 19, may turnout to be a sure=fire • recipe for 
creating havoc. 
The opposition NDP has already drawn the battle 
lines. It will fight thehill with every weapon it can lay its 
hands on. It will debate• to the fullest extent possible 
every clause in the bill. Andlthere are a lot. It will in: 
troduce motions to hoist he bill, each of which must be 
fully debated. It will filibuster at every turn, 
The government ow has several choices. It can scrap 
the legislation, which is highly unlikely. It can also refer 
the bill to an all-party committee of the legislature for 
further consideration. The committee would then travel 
all over the province to get public input. I don't hold out 
much hope for that possibility either. 
The third option, the one I expect he government to 
take, is to ram the sucker through as it is or with mean- 
ingless minor changes. 
Given the Socred majority in the legislature, the out= 
come is certain. The bill will pass. But it could take 
weeks, even months before the NDP caves in. The 
debate will be hot. Therewili be a lot of hitterness. Co- 
operation will go down the tube. Some ML.~s already 
talk about all=night sittings. Sleeping bags" may soon be 
dusted off. 
In the end, Vender Zalm's professed alto of improv- 
ing British Columbia's labor climate may be:the first 
victim of the very legislation that is to bring about the 
improvements. 
The second victim may be potential investment. 
Rather than being reassured by the legislation, investors 
may be scared off by what could become the biggest 
confrontation over any piece of legislation since the bit- 
ter restraint days. 
Coming events 
Mondey, Mny 11 - -  The Terrace and Dlstdct Arts Council 
present Kenneth Brown's critically acclaimed play "LIFE 
AFTER HOCKEY" at 8 p.m. in the R.F_M. Lee Theatre in 
Terrace. Advance tickets are available st Terrace Sight 
and Sound in the Skeena Mall. 
, . , ,  
While the Legislature is debating the bill and the 
unions are calling their members to re'ms,, let's take.a 
look at some of the provisions that have everybody so~ 
uptight: • , - 
The biggest complaint is that; the:. act-3iVes oneiin. 
::,. -,.,,v~,:,: - .: . ,~T~o~.  dividual too much power. Critics say that. it makes Ed 
- ...-. Peck of compenmtionstabilization fame thevirtual czar • 
a~.~ /~ ... . of labor:relations in British Columbia. : . .  , 
= . . . .  Itis the most justified'complaint. Peck will haveinor, 
, ~  - -  _ " " . dinate l~wers under the new act. And eventhough he 
..... :. . . ':~ " m, would be accountable tothe government and, indeed, 
~ ' . .  " : : : . .  : !!ili!ii!i!i'. .... " =. the]egislature, that.accol/ntabilitymayeasilybecomea- 
' . . . . . . .  , , , ,~ i , '  '~ - , ' '  ' - " ' , ' -  L :  ~,i ~:~-'~:'!:" 
~ ' "= "" ~ ¢ <' ": ...... ,, Beyer 
' ....... ....... Terrace Review 
i :..:-i:! Victoria Correspondent 
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past is the future .,. : %:  : : i 
the job .at a l l , -~Os¢,  ,." 
non-union . competitor -", "- 
It might be enlighten- or would, he •reduce his . 
ing for;people to consider ~:profit? 
what would happen in the That desperate workers knew his opponent's 
workpliice should our pro .  would work for $6.30 to labour costs. The Union 
vincial: government, in $I0.00 an hour should not ¢ontractom .still left will 
concert with 'b ig  bud: surprise ~.yone.Our poll. now be forcedto become People all over the world nose', be ;. su¢¢esSful ini:..ticiam.:,w~ththe.5eJp.o, n0n-unioninordert0sur- "br~ 'i the unions of ,!:bib busmess:.havecreated, viva. '. , ,. " /. *., 
.B.C..:" - : - .  :' : , :and prolons.ed/~¢ eco~. Union .an..d,,'n0n-union have een mad ware Uni0ns are made up 0f nomlc.:r~zod inB,C, workers Will allend up 
! b e a individual workers and by Just as Hitler blamed the working for less..That :/. . qf a Nansen's .  declaring war onuni.'ons, Jews for the economic costssh°uldmakeB'C'w/thi'foreisnin- 
i :ed in lofty phrases of the Socred government r i~ for ,ck. v • i no .matter. how it is cloud- woes of pre-war Germany, low wage ratesandilab~" 
ii | V s;.~,.~m~m,~ n : n i ! i M  n n-  I ,  ,.....Mat I on .. , . _  o . . .  ham nnu a n! ' i  itfreed°mis stillnthe~.e.WOrkplace,ordinary and.blaming un ons.B.C. BusineSSuniom.are third Worid ~countri~. 
worker who will suffer the have for the past I00 years Fantastic; isn't iti* 
;!How  d n youf- ' "  At the pr . t  ttme a benefits for' their mere- through Bill 19' ,But We ee = . . m  i struggled to get .unproved We get:: afresh start 
-" '  ample, earns. $19.15 per for w.ork.e.e.e.e~, _ umon .or you say., In Fantmyland 
'. ~ w:  " umon carpenter, for ex .  be~s.,: ImProved .benefits were them in the: 1930's" 
i about his e f ts? bour, A.vetydespetate nou-=onmthepastiO0 thei~stlsthefutt~l•:/; i f o r  . working in the yeats were not achieved I-Ielmut(3iesbmcht 
:. /mdergrOund economy through: the charity of . Terrace, B,C; 
may earn as low as $6.50 government or the benev. 
olence,of employers. It, - 
was achieved by "union 
workers sacrificing their 
wages t~oush job action 
~and at[times risking their 
jobs to galnforlthemselves 
and their.famih'es what 
• they knew.waS .their right. 
," For the Past six years 
an hour. Theaverage non- 
union wage is about  
$I0.00 per hour, hardly 
enough to participate in a 
provincial, economic, re. 
covery; Indetermining the 
non-union bid a non- 
union contractor simply 
decides on the most he can 
pay in wages to beat a 
union contractor's bid on 
the Social Credit, govern- 
mint has Waged an eco. 
Maumon Ro ienau  
I think It's fantastic. 
It's great to see people 
who• not~only talk their 
convictions but "live" 
them. I like to see peo- 
ple stand up for what 
they believe. God Bless 
you Rick - -  you've made 
a world impresslonl 
Dale Oleon 
I think Rick Hansen's 
effort goes beyond the 
wheelchair handicap- 
pad. Along with Terry 
Fox, Rick Is one of 
Canada's few real 
hero's. Hem's like Rick 
give each of us some- 
thing to aspire to, help- 
ing make Canada a bet- 
ter place to live. 
Gyalalne Courtney 
I believe It's wonder- 
ful. May God's blessing 
be upon him; 
Nmcy:C0~t: aid 
.I feel that his efforts carpenter would be i f  
are very admirable, but it unions did not exist to, 
seems that everyone is provide the benchn~rk of 
trying to raise money by $19.15 for a reasonable 
doing some physical wage. I f  all carpenters 
thing and I would like to worked for $10.00 per 
see a different approach hour, how would a con. 
to fund raising. 
a job. Our experience on nomic war on unionized 
the construction ofExpo workers. • The. philosophy 
proved that i,labourers that workers donot have a 
worked for less while the share in the economy of a 
non-union contractor province, are not partners 
pocketed sreaterpersonal : inB.C., is what comes out 
: P r0fits. One,wonders:what loud and.clear in Bill 19. 
Zalm's "Final Solution". 
Let us not forget that 
some of our union con- 
tractors have suffered as 
well. They tried to com- 
pete against non-union 
contractors. Since they 
paid higher wases their 
profits were very low or 
non axis' tent, if they got 
tractor make his bid on a 
job lower? Would he re. 
duce his labour cost first, 
j _  - i 
Lies Froees 
I think he's doing a 
fantastic thing. Our 
world needs more peo- 
ple like him, 
lions Legollnl 
Greatl 
I)m:l GIIhem spoke this put  
weekend at the Provincial 
Speak.offs In Grand Fod~, 
B.C. for the local 4-H Club.' 
GIIhem enjoys the challenge 
of public speaking and has 
worked bard In order to get to 
the provln©lst comi)etltlon. 
Watch for the results of 
Gllham'8 efforts In the Tefface 
Review. • • 
MONDAY, MAY 4TH IS 
RED SHIELD BLITZ NIGHT: 
Please give generously when the Red Shield 
volunteer canvasser calls. If you would like to help, ;:[il 
out by being a canvasser yourself, ** ~:~'~iJ • i . : :71  
Dabble Jean 
I feel Rick has made 
the world a better place 
for handicapped people. 
He has drawn attention 
to the unaccesslbllllty to 
wheelchairs. A very un- 
selfish man, I salute 
him. 
please phone campaign headquarters. 
THE NATIONAL RED SHIELDAPPEAL 
:. ;.: , : : i  O 
I 
Tmeday, June 2 -- A company from Winnipeg coming to 
Topic: "EASY LIVING" (quality Terracevlew -Lodge. handlcaol)ed). Time: 10 ELm. to 3 ¢lothlng for senlore and 
p.m. Call Diane MacCorma¢ at 6~34)223 for further Infer- 
motion. 
Fdday, July 31 -- The Terrace Oldtlmere' Reunion annual 
banquet will be held. Anyone having lived In Terrec.a for 30 
years 18 welcome. 
A Flea Market will be hold at the Oddfellowe Hall, 3222 
Munrce, Terrace, on the 3rd Saturday of every month from 
10 Lm. to 3 p.m. Call 635-3995 for further Informs,Ion. 
Tm Weme,'o Resource Centre will be offering a 
i e  9 Baby 8aver' course on fist aid, GPR, choking, etc., for 
Infants to ohlldran 8 years of age. Please cell Candy or Pat 
lit the Centre, 6384)228 to register u class size is limited. 
CIiosea will be held Monday evenlnge from 7 to 10 p.m. 
I I I 
k 
Storm Protection 
% The world's most complex pub- 
lic works scheme is the Delta 
Project, built to protect the 
Netherlands f rom Nor th  Sea 
storms, says National Gee' 
graphic . . . . . .  - 
For more  information, please contact:  
• John  Harker  
4626 Soucle, Terrace, B.C. 
.... ~:~ . , ,~  //:i/~/~i~!i )i ~I ~ ~i  ~ ~ :~:~ : /  
635-6480 I 
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for Big Mac Sccresare,  
• Includes: 
, - - / t  , 
\ 
d 
Cekldonls. basketball player Chris MacDonald has received a 
scholarship to study at North Idaho State College. 
MacDonald gets tui- 
tion, books, and room 
and board during his stay 
at Coeur D'Alene, Idaho, 
which is located just south 
of B.C.'s Kootenay area. 
was approached by North 
Idaho to see if he knew of 
any B.C. talent seeking 
scholarships. 
A few phone calls* later 
and MacDonald was on 
his way to Idaho. 
TERRACE - -  The tallest 
player ever to don the 
blue-and.White togs of 
Terrace Caledonia Ker. 
mode boys senior high 
school basketball teams, is 
heading, for college in' the 
United States this fall. 
Six.foot, eight-inch 
Chris MacDonald has ac- 
-cepted a $3,000, two.year 
scholarship to North 
Idaho State College. 
It's a step towards hon- 
ing his talents in the game 
and bringing his academic 
studies to a point where 
he'd advance to major col- 
lege commitments. 
North Idaho State plays 
in what's ranked as the 
best small.college con- 
ference for. basketball in 
tile U.S,A. The ,a~n~efican 
National, Junior College 
title was won by this con- 
ference last year. 
MacDona ld ,  who 
graduates this spring, 
spent a week at North 
!Idaho earlier this month 
i:andi~ impressed coaches 
~o/zgh to get the scholar- 
ship offer. "Big Mac" 
was touted to the college 
by Joe Milligan of Vic- 
.~oria's Parkside School. 
Millikan, former coach 
of Skeena Tsimpseans 
here in the early 1970s, 
One of the Novlclr Dlllzlon t~me of Terrace Minor Hockey'this season was sponsored by Kalum 
Eleotdo, 
SIo-pitch tourney set 
depending on the number 
of teams entered. 
Teams seeking more in- 
formation should phone 
Matt Laing at 635-7649 or 
Mark Wilcox at 635-2982. 
- ~ Track one:, Prince Rupert B,M.X. Club 
Track two: Temce B.M.X. Club ~ ' : ' : / :  i"! ! i 
T(ack three:Kitimat Rotary B.M.X. Club :" , ':~~'~';~' 
~ Sunday M,W 3 2 p.m. Single Pt, 
: ~ i::  Saturday May t9 1p.m. Single Pt. 
,:;Sunday. May ,, /  
• 2 p.m; " Single Pt. 
, -:Wednesday May.13 7 p.m. Single Pt. 
• . Sunday • May17 2.P.m: Single Pt.. 
Wednesday May 20 7 p.m. Single Pt. 
Saturday May 23 1 p.m. Single Pt. 
" Sunday May 24 2 p.m. Single Pt. 
Wednesday May 27 7 p.m. Single Pt. 
~i . Su#day May 31 2 p.m. Single Pt. 
TERRACE 4TH ANNUAL Y.B.C. B'OWL-A-SPIEL 
Thirty-nine teams, including one from Prince Rupertand one from Port Edward, took paflin the r 
weekend's fourth annual Terrace Youth Bowling Council Bowl-A-Spiel at the Tefface Bowlin~g Lanes 
on April 18 and 19. It started.at 9:00 a.m. Saturday and finished with ,the playoffs starting at 
4:00 p.m. Sunday. 
Each three-person team consisted of one adult and two youth bowlers. Top prize Went to the ,A' 
Event winners. Mr. Mike's. Team membersare Mike Syrstte, Tara and Phyllis Burkett. They beat 
t out •Terrace Lanes (Stephen Syrette, Jason Prevost and Mike Godfrey) 2,036to 2,012. Third place 
went to Elker's and fouilh to Scott Mitchell Trucking. 
'B' Event winners were Motorways over S.c.P; Contracting by a score of 1,940 to 1,901. Motorways 
players were Paula McKay, Faye and Danlelle Le Clerc. Third place went to Lindsay's Cartage and 
fourth to Finning Tractor, . . 
'C' Event winners were Roland's Falling consisting of Wayne Lavole, Terd Anderson and Shirley 
Hanson. The Prince Rupert team finished in second place, Scores were 1,996 to 1,866. Third place 
wa.s Terrace Co-Op and fourth was Able Refdgera.tlon. 
Sundance came out In top place of 'D' Event with a 2,105 tO 2,042 victory over Burdett Distributors.. 
Sundance players were Nora and Jason Gwllt and Paul Hales. Kalum Kabs grabbed third while 
Terrace Chrysler finished fourth. 
The adult Low Game for the weekend was won by Donna Duncan with a 107. 
There was a prize for the boy and the girl bowling most pins overtheir average for three games: Boys 
Hi-Three went to Mike Syrette with + 180 and Girls Hi-Three to Amber Evans + 178/ 
Also, for bowling the most pins over their average in a single game: a tie for Boys Hi:Single went to 
Steven Owens + 108 and Harry Redmond + 108. Girls HI-Single went to Brandy Hanson +:126, 
Those who wished, teams or Individuals, partici~ted In an Easter Bonnet or Hat contest; Prizes 
were won by: . . 
1. Don and Amanda Evans and Tommy Rema ..... 
2.'Marg Mumford, Andrea Hagen and Erlka Francis 
3. Leona Wilcox, Sharlee and Nikki (1st hats seen) 
4. Randy Dorand for his Easter Bunny hat; 
• 5. Aaron Garner for the largest hat.. 
Recognition was given to Shane Le Page of Prince Rupert at the awards presentations for being 
British Columbia's two year National Champ and for being the Provincial Champ three years. In this 
year's Pepsi Challenge, Shane finished in fourth place. 
Thank you.to Doug and. Marg Mumford, Proprietors, for•.havlng this youth event •which was 
thoroughly.enjoyed by all. Thank you to all the local merchants who sponsored the kids' teams in 
this tournament which helped make it so successful. Thank you very much to the following people 
for their part in organizing and operating the Bowl-A-Spiel: • 
Gloria Syrette and Gabrlele Prevost 
Chelan Benolt and Colleen Renney 
Robin Evans and Laurie Mitchell !: ,. ~t .... 
sponsored  by . . .  .... : " ' l  - • r  : .  ' " • 
TERRACE -- The first 
major ball tournament of 
the Terrace season is com- 
~ii~ up on the May 9 
weekend at Riverside and 
Rotary Parks. 
It's the annual S.K.B. 
Wreckers 'Ice-Breaker' 
Tournament, featuring 16 
teams in a modified 
double.knockout series 
from Friday, May 8 to 
Sunday, May 10. 
It's for men's slo-pitch 
teams with an entry fee of 
$250 a team. Approx- 
imately $3,000 in prize 
money will be offered, 
Terrace 
~Pr .  Rupert(; ,~:! !~ 
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Sports fishermen 
establishment of a 
decision-making manage- 
ment board. 
Brown told the meeting 
the Coalition, in concert 
with other organizations 
and local government 
bodies, succeeded last year 
in stopping an inland com- 
mercial 'fishery proposed 
by the Gitksan-Wet'- 
suwet'an Tribal Council 
on the upper Skeena fter, 
the B.C. government ob- 
tained an injunction 
against the controversial 
Gitksan fishing bylaws. 
"The irony of that was 
we were in agreement with 
"=== continued from page 1 
about 90 percent of what organization, and he add- 
was proposed in the ed a standing invitation 
bylaws," Brown said. He has been issued to meet 
warned the gathering that with Oitksan represen- 
the combat in B.C. courts tatives at  any time. "We 
over the bylaws will be have been meeting with 
renewed this year and them for two or three 
stated that negotiating the years, and there are many 
terms of the Gitksan points of agreement," 
fishery through a manage- Brown said. "You have to 
meat board would be appreciate the natives' 
preferable to having terms frustration, they've been 
imposed by court deci. trying to get these bylaws 
sign. through for years." 
Brown said the Coali- Brown also pointed out 
tion has informed the that during the period of 
Oitksan that supporting discussion with the 1n- 
the injunction was the on- dians similar invitations to 
ly alternative - for the continued on pare 24 
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The Terrace flnk of Russ Kirk held off all the opposition to capture 'A' event at the season-ending 
Terrace Men's Loggers Bonsplel. He beat out AI Jacques of Quesnel 7-6 In the final. 
The Don Palmer rink of Smlthers was the big winner of the annual Terrace Men's Loggers 
Bonsplel on Easter weekend. Palmer beat Larry Rowe of Kltwanga In the 'B' event final and also 
won the Grand Challenge Trophy In the playoff among the top two teams In 'A' and 'B' events. 
Smithers wins Terrace bonspiel 
TERRACE - -  Don 
Palmer of Smithers came 
up with victories in the 
Grand Challenge and 'B' 
event to come out as top 
winner at the annual 
Easter weekend Terrace 
Men's Loggers Bonspiel. 
The Challenge was a 
p layof f  between the 
finalists of both 'A' and 
'B' events. In the semi- 
final, Palmer defeated AI 
Jacques of Quesnel while 
Russ Kirk downed Larry 
Rowe of Kitwanga.  
Palmer then won the 
Challenge with an 8-5 vic- 
tor.  over Kirk. 
I?~irk won 'A' event by 
shading Jacques 7.6 in an 
extra end. In. the .~semi- 
finals, Kirk ~ eliminated 
Gord Judzentis while Jac- 
Loggers Bonspiel 
Pdnoe Rul~t'e Ken Bazansky won 'E' event at the Terrace Log. 
gem Bonsplel on the Easter weekend. He beat Rick Larsen 5-2 
In the final. 
___ J  I 
Mother's Da , 
I I  
races planned 
May 10. 
TERRACE --  Don't The first race of the 
miss the Mother's season beBim at 2 
Day time trials at I p.m. Get there early 
p.m. at the Terrace and find a perfect 
Stock Car Association viewing station in the 
Sp~dway on Sunday, stands, 
II I 
ques took out Kitimat's 
Gary Habi~er, 
Palmer downed Rowe 
8-3 to capture 'B' event. It 
was Rowe over Sandy 
Middleton, and Palmer 
over Prince Rupert's Rob 
Brown inthe sends.. 
'C' event went to Duane 
Needham as he needed an 
extra endto defeat Brfim 
Jackson 7-6 in the final, In 
the semi-finals, it was 
Needham over Dennis 
Booth and Jackson over 
Brian Copelm!d. 
7-6. Semi-final action had 
Evans knockout Gerry 
M'eek of  Kitwansa and 
Leatherdale el iminate 
Dermis Williams. 
'E' event went to Prince 
John Evans provided Rupert's Ken Bazansky 
another Terrace victory in with a 5-2 win over over 
'D' event. In the final, Rick Larsen. Bazansky 
Evans downed• : John beat Ph i l  Friesen of 
Leatherdale o f  Quesnel Kitimat While I.~rsen;t0ok 
Dave Mallet in the semi- 
finals. 
As usuaJ  tl  s on- 
ending spiel, attracted a 
full Compliment ~..of 64 
teams, including finks, 
,from Hazelton, IGtimat, 
Prince RUpert,-Kitw.an~, 
Smithers, Cassiar, Prince 
George, Quesnel,, Fraser 
Lake, and Stewart; -. 
The John Evans dnk of Terrace scored a tight 7-6 win over John 
Leatherdale of Quesnel to win 'D' event at the Terrace Loggers 
season-ending bonsplel on the April 18 weekend. 
Ouane Needlham of Terrace needed an extra end to defeat club- 
mate Brian Jackson in the final of 'C' event at the annual Ter- 
race Men.'e Loggers Bonsplel during the Easter holiday. 
Do YOU Pay  Too  Much  ; ~' ; 
I ncome Tax?  .. , : 
A seminar on Investments, :; . . . .  ~ ,  
tax savings, financial and ~r /!~i :~: 
retirement planning . . . . .  :~ 
Discussion will Include: . . . .  ~ 
• How to keep your investment Income 
, How to plan for financial security at retirement 
, How to select the right RRSP "~ 
, How to benefit from new $500.000 capital galns'il 
exemption 
Tax shelters .... 
' ,  and more investment Ideas : : 
Special Feature on Mutual Funds  
. Canadian Security Growth Fund 21.5% 
(Ten year  annua l  compound return)  
(endln l i  Feb. 28. 1987) 
- Industrial Growth Fund 19.7% 
. United Venture Retire ment 21.1% 
- Bolton Tremblay International 20.7% 
. Templeton Growth Fund 22.4% 
and many morel : ! 
INN OF THE WEST 
Thursday, April 30, i987 . -  7:30 p.m. 
Saturday, May 2, 1987 - -  2:30 p.m. 
There is no charge for this seminar. 
Appointments can be made following the seminar. 
Sponsored by Addison Bates 
Financial Corp. 
I I I  
Representatives required for the Terrace 
and K ltimat area ... See Gordon Hennas at 
the seminar or call: 
1604) 392.7871 
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Terrace swimmers who swam the recent timed three kilometer swim (120 lengths) are (!eft to right, back row): Sandy Loptson, 14; 
Laurie Rowland, 12; Nlta Schooner, 13; Cathy Bennett, 13; Kerry O'Riordan, 12; Jennifer Mackle, 13; Doug MacKenzie, 14. (Middle 
row): Scott Loptson, 13; Jennifer McMynn, 10; Shannon Henderson, 10; Dawn Thomsen, 11; Torl MacKenzie, 11; Bobby Peacock, 
11. (Front row)." Jocelyn Coxford, 9; Joelle Walker, 9; Wayne Julseth, 11. 
Youths enjoy bowl-a-spiel 
TERRACE - -  Curling Alley. Mr. Mike's Team won 'A' Falling came out on top 
wasn't the only active Teams of two youth event over Terrace Lanes. followed by the  Prince 
sport on Easter weekend, bowlers, combined with 'B' event went to Motor- Rupert entry. Sundance 
Bowlers held a 39-team one adult, rolled in four ways with S.C.P. Con- Ski and Sport won 'D' 
Terrace Youth Bowling events. The entry included tracting as runnerup, event over Burdett 'In- 
Council Tournament on one team from Prince In 'C' event. Roland's dustries. 
the Saturday and Sunday Rupert 'and Port Edward. 
at the Terrace Bowling When it was over, the 
R~bble Lermour spent a busy season in Terrace Minor 
Hockey's Peewee Division. The youngster played goal and was 
often called upon to guard the nets for other teams when they 
were short-handed. For his devotion and extra hours, coach 
Chris Reneerklns presented Robble with a special award. 
Lew i.armour was honoPed at the Terrace Minor Hockey Ban- 
quet and Awards Night earlier this month. Vlce-preeldent Greg 
Grezell presented Low with a trophy called the President's 
Award for all his hard work and long hours on behalf of the 
association. 
NwMs pert of •e more than 350 minor hockey players and parents that turned out at Skeena JunlorSecondary School for the an- 
nual Terrace Minor Hockey Awards Night and Banquet. - 
A#d127 to June 8 - -  Tennis lessons fdr adulfs and teens 
14 years of age and older. Mondays; beginners; 6 to 7 p.m. 
or 7 to 8 p.m.; Intermediates, 8 to 9 p.m.; Kalum Street Ten. 
nle Courts. Reglsterat the Terrace Park s and Recreation 
office In the Terrace Arena. 
Wedneedmy; ,84=dl 29 - -  In celebration of National B o~_k 
Festival Week, lan Wallace, :sward.winning children s 
: .. author and Illustrator will give a reading and also show the 
oflglnal art work for one of his books at 7 p.m. This will be . . . .  
an excellent entedalnment for thewhole family, especial. 
i !Y If you have sch0oFage~ ¢hildreh; Admisai0n Is freel 
', • C0oklesand juice for the kldsl For more •Information, 
please call the Terrace Public Library at 638-8177. 
Thumday,/q}dl 30 --, Come to practice Y0urSpanish at 
the Public Library basement at 7:30 p.m. See Mr. Jullo 
I • Alvarez's presentation In Spanish, "Slides from the .  " 
Andes". 
Fddsy, May I -- The first mixedscramble of the go!ring. : 
• season will be held at the Skeena Valley Golf Club. The" 
• event will be. a shotgun start at 6 p.m. Everyone welcome. 
Fddiy, May 1 - -  Representatives of Emily Carr College of . 
Ad and Design Outre~ach Programs will host a special 
public mee. t!ng at 7:30 p.m. In the Terrace Ad Gallery. 
veryone interested in local arts activity is Invited to at- 
tend. Fudher Information Is available from Nancy Richard- 
son at 635-3204. 
Fddsy, May 1 - -  Swing Your Partner, Do-el.Do your cor- 
ner. Square dancers, come Join the Skeena Squares 
Square Dance Club at their Jamboree at the Terrace Arena 
Banquet Room at 7:30 p.m. Food and refreshments will be 
served. For fudher Info., call Ann Chow at 635.7941. .... 
May 1 sad 2 - -  The Spring Ads and Crafts sale will be In 
the Caledonia H!gh School gym. It will be set up on Friday ~ 
evenlngand Saturday from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. will be 
displaying and selling day; Entry forms with fudher Infor. 
mation will be available at the Gallery,-Library, Nodhem 
Lights Studio and Wallinda Crafts. And again, another 
plea for volunteerel We do have some new volunteers, but 
are still In need of people, especially for afternoons. IfryOU 
have extra time, please call Diane English at 635-5905 
after 5 p.m. 
May 1, 2 and 3 - -  Basic fitness Instructors' course for pso- • 
pie Interested In leading fitness classes In the Nodhweet,- 
sponsored by the Terrace Parks and Recreation Depart-. 
ment, at Uplands Elementary School Friday, 61o 10 p.m.; 
Saturday, 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Sunday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Register at the Terrace Parks and RecreaUon office in the 
Terrace Arena. Phone 638-1174 for fudher Infor. 
Saturday, May 2 --  Plant and Garage Sale at the Knox 
United Church Hall, 4907 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, from 10 
a.m. to l p.m. All are welcome. 
May 2 and 3 - -  Archery clinic for adults and teens 12 years 
of age and older to learn the basics of archery. Reglstra- 
tlon Is required. Clinic is limited to 12 participants. Satur- 
day and Sunday from 10 s.m. to 12 noon and 1 to 4 p.m. 
Register at the Terrace Parks ahd Recreation office In the 
Terrace Arena. *~ 
May 2 to June 13 -- Tennis lessons for Junl0re at Kalum 
Street tennis couds. 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. for 10 and 11 year 
olds; 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. to 12 to 14 year olds. Register at I 
the Terrace Parks and Recreation office In the Terrace I Arena. 
Saturday, May 2 --•Pancake breakfast at the Happy Gang 
Centre from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. Sponsored by Branch 73 of 
the B.C. Old Age Pensioners' OrganlzaUon. 
Monday, May 4 - -  The newly formed Women and Develop- 
ment group will be meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Women's Centre, 4542 Park Ave. to decide which 
women's grouploommunlty In India, Peru, Ecuador, 
Nicaragua or Kenyawe will link with through MATCH!n. 
tematlonal. For more Information call Frances a t  
635-2436. Come; help us choose our match. 
Tuesday, May 6 =- Arthritis Society meeting (Terrace 
chapter)In the Terrace Library Ads Room at 7:30 p.m. 
Marian Ewlng from the Vancouver Centre will be In atten- 
dance, Report fromthe Conference In Prince George, a 
video shown if possible and a recording of Dr. Dunne's ad. 
dress to delegates In Pdnce George. Everyone welcome. 
May ate 10 - -  The Ron Susek Believers crusade will be In 
Terrace st the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Meetings will start at 7 
p.m. each evening. There will be activities for children up 
to 6 years of age at the Caledonia Lecture Theatre each 
evening. . 
May S to t  -- Chlidren's House PreSchool wlll be holdlng 
reglstratlon for Sept. '87 and reglstratlon from 12:30 p.m. 
to 2:30 p.m. at 3312 Sparks Ave. In Terrace. All parents 
wlth pre-school chlldren are welcome. Parents are en- 
couraged to enroll early as spaces are llmlted. Please call 
638-0061 for further Information. 
Monday, May 11 - -  "Wlnnle and Nelson Mandela", an 
award-wlnnlng film about the two almost legendary 
leaders of black South Afrlca, wlll be shown at the annual 
general meeting of Northwest Development Educatlon 
Assoclstlon at 7:30 p.m. at the Monteasorl 
Preschool/Carpenters •Hall, 3312 Sparks In Terrace. 
Everyone Is welcome. For more InfOrmatlon, call Frances 
at 635-2436. 
Tuesday, May 12 - -  The Christian Herffage Party of 
Canada will have a public meeting with Ed Van. 
woudenberg in the basement of the Terrace Public Library 
at 12 noon. Free coffee and doughnuts Will be provided.- 
Come and ask your questions. Repoder welcomel Thank 
you. The Terrace Organizers. 
Tuesday, May 19 --  The B.C. Council for the Family, Its 
role and resources, Including a display of its publications, 
will be talked about by Director.at.Large, Marllyn Bailey, at 
10 a.m. at the Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 
Park Ave. For more Information, call 638-0228. 
Wadnneday, May 20 - -  Annual general meeting of the Ter- 
race Conceal Society at 7:30 p~m. at the Caledonia Lecture 
Theatre. All season ticket holders are welcome to attend. - 
i 
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a l  ,u,ck and easy... - "  .... " I ' ' ! "  
• kilometerl t f ip : f r "  , l i n  ~ . - T , ,  "S  r " i . . . . .  " ' ' TERRACE - -  Good Fri- the three rolls, of fencing , • 
day was Bad Friday for to LTerrace. " Baseball to Terra~i:wasa waste of ! nsmiS$1o Thornhili-Grocery- • 
Terrace Minor Baseball. workers had planned to time and effort fo r ,  t ~, ~ : ,  Exchange,-Rebuilt [ , . . . . . . .  
Thieves made o f f  with erect; the structure during adult helpers oh beha l f ° f  " .u  " " '  & L a u n d r o m a t  .. - -. 
special heavy.duty wire Easter Weekend, having all the:youngsters:inthe , " tomotive 
mesh fencing that had left the material at the vatiousdivisiom..i .  ,:" Yourlocal, on the spot,speclalists • Opeotdaysaweekg&m:-i lOp.m.'::" for over 16 years I Fresh meat  cut  da l ly  , :  
been donated to  Ternice park just before GoodFd- The matter is under in- For ihe bestin mainlena,ce'or repair... • Fresh P~uco ,  "Tgke.out~ foods ~:~i 
Minorball to construct a day, . . . .  . yeatigation, but tittle hope ~ ~  s Post office . . . .  , :: 
tunnel tO house and utilize Unless the thief has a is made for tlie fencing's. " :" 635-6624 ~ ~ i.>, 
their new pitching mach- change of heart, it seems a return. Persons withan] : 4419 Legion Ave:, Terrace acrossfrom Tii~)mhlli Elem~ta~::;~;: ;~
inc. The donated material lot Of people Will not see information Shol~d con'. " 635:2600 After._hO!,rs: 635-6937 . . . .  • i . . . . .  
-was valued' at close to their goal fulf'dled, Minor tact(he RCMP, " ' ~' - " .... • " . '-':" .... ~: 
$2,000. Baseball simply can't af- I f the:t ldevesdohavea PRO TECH ' LECTRONICS KALUM ELECTRIC  
The donation came ford to go out and put- Change of heart, they can • 4519 LAKELSE AVE, TERRACE IINw Apl~mS: 
from Atlin, and it took chase the required fenc- return the  fencing to  635-5134 Frigidaire Electrohome 
several methods 0fvohm- ing. Minor Baseball with "no 
t~r conveyances to bring I t  seems a lengthy 2,100 questions asked". Complete electronics Westinghouse Quasar T.V. • " " • Sa les&Serv ice .  VCR-  ,.. , . -  
repair services ~ : - Parts Depot  We service • 
S C h ~ o o I  c o a c h e s  s e e k  Service centre for most p~ fo ra l lmakes  a l lmakes  " major bra ds ~ TEEH ~2~ K~um s~.- 
• " Satellte TV systems , . ....... Kalum Electric Ltd, : , s .~ .  .- 
- I 
fina ci i sports • n a aid ,ourooo,,e,e source forall. CONTRACTING 
your heating 
TERRA - -  The Tar- had been afforded by the three mare pnonties Reeds .  " 
race and District School Board, it was not enough. -zone travel, coaches sub Commercial & Residential Consttuctk~,, 
Board has been asked to The presentat ion days and Coaches ex- Northw~$| Consol idated Maintenance, Repairs & Renovations 
look into the hardship fac- highlighted time coaches, penses. It recommended - Suppy Ltd. Wood Stove Installations 
ed by school sports i n  give on instruction after that the Board'S ad- 4-3916 MOUNTAINVIEW AVE. 635-5859 
financing of coaches and hours, organizing, fund- ministration set up a 5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635.7158 TERRACE, B.C. 
team travel throughout raising, driving to other meeting with principals to ~ 
the year. communities, costs to establish a phi losophy to r[OTA L Specializing I# 
In a presentation made them in supplying their student travel funding; . ' ~- 
to theBoard's Finance own substitute teachers, The coaches hope funds Bus INESS SERVICES ~ ~  4x4  III1¢1 
committee, the group said and so On. will be found in the up-  .#TYPING ~ Automatic 
that although some help, The Committee noted coming budget; ~VOICE PACERS, PHOTOCOPYING "l'rRnsmleslon 
• ~ Repa i rs  ,, ,, " ~i 24"HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE " i 
LCLLcr 638 by troublemakers goes on, the area:to be a hangout . ,,~,,, .... , " 24:i!i: as many people ofmy age for troublemakers, a place = N ~  C0411it Auto  • '- HRS. . group are notongerrobust where older "shoppers ~pl l l fS  L~ 3220RlverDr''Te.rrace ". " 635-6967 
To the editor, enough to resort to a carry persona] protection #!-3238 Kalum St.. Terrace. B.C.VgP. 2N4 " 
• Having Seen far too physical solution to such a devices or form self.pro- ' ' 
much violence in the War, problem, so such incidents tection groups, as has hap- 
and having lived peace:- probably go unresolved, pened in some neighbor- TERRACE LTD. For  lots o" Bargains, cal l  
ably in this town for over thus allowing the problem hogds in North' America? 
20 years, I am definitely to grow, Or would they prefer 4711-A Kelth Ave. Lots o" cones 
no lover of violence. Each shopping mall mature shopers to take " Knitting Ltd. 
Therefore this "old gaf- tries to develop its in- their shopping dollars and Auto GiasaSpeclaliset SKEENA MALL  
far" was quite dismayed dividual atmosphere, and go elsewhere? 
the other day to discover I, as a member of the I f  not, what are they do- ICBC claims handled promptly. Machine Knitting Specialists ' ' 
that he had to resort to mtm'e  shopping public, ingabout it? 638-1166 Selected yams - -  19¢10z. 
fisticuffs to defend h is -  would like to understand DO these businessmen 1 
right to go shopping clearly what kind of at- *think their responsibility. 
without harassment at mosphere the businessmen to the shopping public is MERC CRUISERS ~r  MARINER OUTBOAROS Industrial 638-1876 
Ske~na Mall. and management of restricted to relieving them HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS Commercial & " / "~/  
- HOMELI6HT LAWNM0WERS " Residential - ' k  ) '~  
This makes one wonder Skeena Mall are trying to of their money, ordo they YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
how much of this hassling establish. Do they want realize that they have a du-' YAM'IIA'""OOUC" Wiri  g 
ty to provide the public SHIHDAIWA C~lH SAWS n 
with ahassle-freeenviron- DLNo. 7550 &POWERPROOUCTS Hate's I:1 ctTIc Police re ment in SkeenaMall and " " KEN'S MARINE • 
"IERRACE - -Approx-  TERRACE - -  Terrace its environs? " - N.m. w~-  e ~  c~mm~e, 
imately $3,000 in property RCMP report, a woman I and my family (and 4946 Greig Ave. Phone: 635.2909 ,,= U=,k,,,,...T,,~, 
damage resulted from a was injured Apri126 when 1 Several ~ other) want to - 
single vehicle accident herbicyclew.stnlckbya know what wil l  be done to B "~ n c~sr~=e 
April 21 at the intersection van at the corner of Welsh clear up  this situation : ~ ~ AND STOI~,GE CO. (11184) LTD. 
o f  Highway 16 and Ave. and Thomas St. The :before continuing to sup.. Agents for , ,~ luNrrED 
Highway37, ThedriverOf Terrace youth driving the p°rtthebusinesseathere" GROCERY i UnltedVanUnes ~,~j~tLE-D 
a half-ton.truck pulling a van lost Control of the Talk I.andexcuses are !=u 
boat trailer lost control of , vehicle on a curve; no in- not enough. [ ... across town or across the nation, 
.the vehicle while heading formation was available Greythistle, Laundromat & Carwash 
north on Highway37, and concerning charges. Terrace. B.C. • Open 8:30-  10:30 dai ly  [ 635-27'28 3111 Blakeburn St., Terrace, B.C. 
the boat left the trailer. _ , , ,  2701S. Kalum 6~180 InKItlmat - -  Phone 632.2544. 
The accident is under ' "  
investigation. , • • Wednesday is Sales and Service for 
TERRACERcMP arrested-- TerraCea local SHIRT  ~ .oto.=v=,.. • Ch. , . , .w .  
man for impaired driving. ,-% Snowmobile| • Mldne Supplies 
on April 22 following a DAY " TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
routine check. The man 
will appear in Terrace SALES LTD.  
court May 29. Men's or Ladies' , 
, . .  • . cotton blend dres ~ . 4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
, TERRACE - -  A 28-year- or business shirts SR  ' . . . .  
old Prince Rupert man expertly laundered .... , Contact 
was arrested for imp, r ,  " R e v i e w  
driving April 23 after-a Terrace 
minor motor vehicle acci- W~V_.~----~~-~ " 
dent on Highway 16, 30 ~ ~ ~ ~i ,  /~a__ (  ~ elba, ors kilometers west of Tar- 4535 ereig Avenue -Terrace, B.C.,- Phone: 635-7840 
race. He will appear in - 
court June 5, 3223 Emerson St.,Terrace, B,C. ....... 635-5119 ~ ' ~ l 
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10 Te~ace Review-- Wednesday, April 29, 1987 
1 
Olbble W111emen {left) and Ida Mohler entertain residents at Terracevlew Lodge twlce a week wllh their songs and music. 
Photo by Danlele BerqulgL 
Oppos i t ion  : 
• .?. mounts  aga ins t  
pensioner 
drug fees 
TERRACE-  A local 
senior citizenS' organiza- 
tion and at least one Ter- 
race drug store have taken 
action against a govern- 
ment measure th'at will in- 
crease the cost of prescrip- 
tions for old.age pen- 
sioners. • - 
Gertrude Grundmat~, 
president of theB.C. Old 
. Age Pensioners Branch 73 
in  Ten'ace, said recently 
the~iocal group has begun 
: a letter-writing campaign 
and will circulate petitions 
in the community calling 
for the withdrawal of a 
provision in the March 19 
provincial budget hat re- 
quires seniors to pay 75 
percent of the disperL~ing 
fees fo r  pharmacare 
prescriptions. 
Finance Minister Mel 
Couvelier stated in the 
budget announcement 
that the user-pay system is 
being introduced to arrest 
the rising cost of the Phar- 
macare program, which he- 
said has been going up at a 
rate of 20 percent for the 
past six years. : 
Shortly after the budget 
was introduced a petition 
appeared at the prescrip- 
tion counter in the Terrace 
Shoppers' :Drug Mart. 
Pharmacist,  owner Ed 
MacCallum said the peti- 
tion is a corporate ffort 
by Shoppers' to raise 
concern about the effect 
of the fees on seniors. 
Two hundred people have 
signed the petition since 
April 1, he said. 
"The new law is un- 
favorable, it's a hardshi p 
for people on fixed in- 
comes," MacCallum ~aid. 
"Studies have shown 'that 
under these circumstances 
the elderly tend not to get 
their prescriptions filled, 
or to stretch their medica- 
tion out by taking, say, 
~two'pills a day instead of 
the four prescribed. We 
have a fear for patient 
compliance." 
Although the role of 
having to'collect he fees 
would seem to place phar- 
macists in an uncomfor- 
table position, Mac- 
Cailum said, "We're the 
front line that has to en- 
force it, but the seniors 
seem to understand it's 
not us but the government 
that's doing this. It's not a 
good law." 
MacCallum noted that 
seniors are the only phar- 
macare users affected by 
the provision. Status In- 
dians and GAIN recipients 
under 65 years of agcare 
still subsidized 10Opercent 
ond:spensing fees. ' 
The cash charges to 
seniors are now $5.18 per 
prescription; MacCallum 
said Shoppers' Drug Mart 
filled 910 prescriptions for 
595 senior citizen Phar. 
macare customers during 
March of this year. 
MacCallum statedhe 
intends to present the peti- 
tion to Skeena MLA Dave 
Parker in the near future. 
Local student 
to study in States 
Caledonia Semor ~econ. 
dary School, is the son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
Mantel. Dordt College is a 
Christian liberal arts col. 
legs located In northwest 
IOWa. ~,: 
/ 
TERRACE-  Steven 
Mmtel of Terrace has 
been accepted for enrol- 
meat by Dordt College In 
Sioux Center, Iowa. 
Mantel, a senior at 
Morel Crotteau, resident at Terracevlew Lodge, enjoys taking 
part In activities set up by volunteers such as Debble Willemen 
and Ida Mohler. These two singers provide a music hour for 
seniors twice a week. Photo by Danlele Borqulet. 
Search  for  t ru th  
by Bm Homburg, Terrace 
The Terrace Review recently carried an enthusiastic 
write up on the local visit by two Soviets to Northwest 
Community College in Terrace. 
Well, I am not that excited you know. I do not believe 
in peace by surrender. I am not su~rised that folks at 
the college are full of praise for the visitorL Most of our 
citizens do know by now the red propagandaaired in the 
name of teaching political science, social studies and 
even English. We are not happy about that, but the 
Board does not listen to our complaining. 
Allow me to comment on one remark made by com- 
rades Bagramov and Zhdanovich. Here it is: "Another 
factor the two countries have in common is a population 
of aboriginal people. Zhdanovich claimed the Soviets 
have taken a different approach to the issue than North 
Americans have, and as an example he indicated Ya- 
kutsk, an ~ea on the central reaches of the Lena River. 
He said the area is an autonomous republic in the Soviet 
state in which the indigenous people operate their own 
education system and bureaucratic organs, enabling 
them to preserve their language, traditions and 
culture." 
However, in the National Geographic of February, 
1983, I read: "As residents of the Soviet Union, in- 
digenous arctic peoples can have no claim to ownership 
of land, individually or as a people, which is their tradi- 
tional concept. While they are afforded modern educa- 
tion, they cherish their cultural heritage and still hunt 
and fish and manage large reindeer herds." 
Don't you think the National Geographic is closer to 
the truth? But what is  truth in the Soviet Union 
anyway? Everything oes as long as it serves the party's 
ideology. Let us go there and have a 10ok for ourselves. 
I amafraid that we will meet signs all over the place say- 
ing, ,'yisitors not welcome" . . . . . .  . 
/ 
i Diiectory of Terrace 
Churches 
Sacred HeaM--- 
Catholic-Church 
Mass times: Pastor:. 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonan, 
Sunday: 10:00 a:m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m, 
4830 Straume Avenue 835-23i3 
St.. Matthew's Anglican 
Episcopal Church 
Sunday services: .Recior Rev.: 
9:00 a.m. Canon Lance Stephens 
11:00 a.m. Tel.: 635-5855 
47.26 Lazelle Avenue 636-9019 
I I I  
Christ Lutheran Church 
,Sunday School .. Pastor Roy.: - 
and Adult Class, Michael R. BArnman i l ; erg  
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Worship: 
11:00 a.m. 
3229 Sparks Street .635-f~20 
• I 
Terrace Seventh.Day Adventlst 
Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor:, " 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. Ed Sukow --  635-7642 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Grifflths - 635-3232 
I I  I I I  I 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday 8chooh 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
sunday Services: 
Pastors: 
Jim Westman 
Bob Shatford 
Prayer Meeting: 
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m. 
835-5115 
11:00 a.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: 
10:30 a.m. 
Sunday.School: 
10:30 a.m.: 
Mlnisten 
Stan Bailey 
Adult study throughout the 
week. Call Church office for 
details. 
635-6014 
I 
Youth Group: 
6:30 p.m. • 
4907 Lazelle Ave 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eady Service: 
8:30 a.m. 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service: 
11:15 a.m. 
Pastor:, 
John Caplin 
Aalme, Pastor:, 
Len Froese 
• Evening service: 
6:00 p.m. 
635-2434 3511 Eby Street 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Pastors: 
S. Coutts 
J.T. McNair (Interim) 
All am cordially Invited 
9:45 a.m. 
Divine Worship: 
11:00 a.m. 
Fellowship service: 
6:30 p.m. 
Youth Ministries, Home Bible Studies,  Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7"/27 
II I I I  
The Salvation Army 
Sunday servlose: 
9:45 a.m. "Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 
7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For further Information call 
4643 Welsh Avenue 635.6480 
For the love of God...Gfi, e, 
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• share  
reforestation. 
budget 
TERRACE - Members 
of Terrace municipal 
council recently ~expressed 
concern that the local 
forest district is not get- 
,ring its fair share of the 
provincial Silviculture 
budget. 
The issue came forward 
at the •April 13 meeting 
with the receipt of cor- 
resp0ndence from Finance 
Minister Mel Couvelier in- 
dicating this year 's  
silviculture funding has 
gone up 28 percent over 
1986. "Not here," said 
Aid. George Clark, and 
stated he had information 
that the Thornhill nursery, 
operated by the Ministry 
of Forests, cut its produc- 
tion goal from 13 million 
to 8 million trees after the 
budgetwas announced. 
" I  have a fear we're be- 
ing out-lobbied by other 
areas," Clarksaid. ,We 
have a+ high level of NSR 
'(Not Sufficiently Re- 
stocked) forest land in this • 
district and we should be 
getting more money." 
Aid.' Robert Cooper 
said he had been informed 
by local forestry personnel 
that +the district "can't 
handle any more money" 
because there aren't  
enough skilled staff here 
to apply a •larger 
silviculture program than 
the one presently taking 
place 
" s get the facts and 
do some lobbying," Aid. 
Mo Takhar said. "We 
need the work here. There 
are people around who 
can't even get enough 
work to get Unemploy- 
ment Insurance stamps." 
Cooper eplied that lob- 
bying should be directed 
toward getting funds for 
training forest workers, 
but Takhar argued, "The 
idea is to get the money 
and get the trees in the 
ground." 
Council directed city 
administration to contact 
the Ministry of Forests 
and Lands and the Thorn- 
hill nursery in order to ob- 
tain detailed information 
on their funding levels for 
the coming year. 
Police report 
TERRACE -- A Terrace 
man was charged with im- 
paired driving after his 
vehicle became stuck in a 
ditch on the morning of 
April 26 and drew the at- 
tention of police. 
TERRACE --  A two- 
vehicle collision at an in- 
tersection sent one Terrace 
resident o Mills Memorial 
Hospital with lacerations 
April 26. Terrace RCMP 
report he driver of one of 
the vehicles was charged 
with failure to obey a stop 
.sign. Property damage in 
the accident was estimated 
at $7,500. 
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Eighteen students participated in the Red Cross babysitting course sponsored by the Kinette Club of Terrace. These students passed with flying 
colors, said instructor Jackle Rose. Participants were (back row, left) Melanle Furness, Natasha Candelora, Colleen Murphy, Franny Walker, 
Melanle Gauronskl, Natasha Mord~. (Center for, left) Uza McCharles, Valede Devost, Brian Carson, J.B. Perry, Dean Pasowisty, Tone Ratcliffe. 
(Front row, left) Amy Ross, Josee Banvllle, Sonya Schwan, Mike Tudball, Dean Campbell and David Whitehead. Photo by Oanlelo BerquIM. 
O 
Chairman satisfied with record 
WCB 
"The emphasis is to 
resolve the claim~ but we 
have to be convinced the 
claim is eligible and com- 
pensable," Nielsen said. 
"Many people disagree 
benefit of independentad- as a major factor in man~ 
visors to clients. "Any of the disputed 'and ap- 
kind of knowledge can be pealed claims. " I 'm 
valuable, but a little sor~etimes concerned that 
knowledge can be a clients are being vic- 
dangerous thing," Nielsen timized by opportunists, 
with their settlements, but said. "There is no one bet- 
that's not unusual, :p+~3ple, ter equipped than an 
aren't always happy." He':; employee of the WCB to 
went on tOi Compare the :'s~thatJi~lients getthe best 
settlement process to that service." 
of civil suits • in the court Nielsen blamed rnisin- 
system. "It doesn't always format ion given to 
satisfy everyone, but claimants bv third parties 
particularly people in the 
legal profession and thOse 
with political . interests. 
They, do a disservice ~o 
claimants," he said. 
"WPre in the business 
of providing benefits to 
eligible c la imants ,"  
TERRACE --  The 1986 
annual report for the B.C. 
Workers' Compensation 
Board (WCB) states 96 
percent of!all claims were 
allowed, and: most of 
those were settled within 
17 days. On a recent visit 
to Terrace WCB chairman 
justice is presumed tohave 
been done." 
Terrace resident Don 
Bodnar recently collected 
more than 60 signatures of
northwest workers who 
have objections to the 
manner in which their 
WCB claims were han- 
dled; and Bofinar has ex- 
pressed the intention of 
establishing an advocacy 
service for claimants. 
Nielsen said such. ser- 
vices exist in a number of 
regions, but he "seemed to 
have doubts about the 
Jim Nielsen said despite- 
widely-publicized criticism 
the B.C. compensation 
system is one of the best in 
Canada and a model for 
North America. 
Nielsen indicated re. 
ports concerning lengthy 
appeals and Protracted 
settlements represent only 
a small portion of the 
156,312 claims the WCB 
settled last year. The 
disputed claims;he said, 
are complicated and often 
involve conflicting infor- 
mation. 
I I _ _  
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Is the stork 
about tO .visit you? 
Let everyoue know about the happy event by having it printed 
in the Terrace Rev/ew. Forms are available at the hospital. 
Nielsen stated. "The 
system has been developed 
to provide claimantswith 
maximum opportunity, 
but unfortunatelythe time 
frame becomes a major 
factor if the opportunity 
to appeal is followed, and 
attention isdrawn to these 
unusual cases." 
Numerous complaints 
concerning violations of 
Curley and Christir~e Yagelniski are proud to annOunce 
the birth of their son, Travis Lee, on Apri! 17, 1987 at 6:03 
a.m. weighing 8 Ibs. 4 oz. Special thanksto Dr. AImas and 
the maternity ward staff. 
+, 
Chuck and Norma Davis of Greenville, B.C. are the 
proud parents of Charles Jr., born April 23, 1987 at 4:45 a.m.. 
weighing 6 Ibs. 14 oz. 
Carlyle Jagdeo, chemistry and physics Instructor, recently 
highlighted some of the courses offered by Northwest Com- 
munity College. Soon, Grade 12 students from Caledonia 
Senior Secondary School will be choosing between university 
a,d college study options, trades programs or obtaining work 
Immediately on graduation. Photo by Danlele Berqulst. 
Brenda and Ed McEwan are proud to announce the birth 
of their son, James Johnathon, on April 23, 1987 at 6:30 
a.m. weighing 9 Ibs. 9 oz. Special thanks to Dr. Van Herk 
and the maternity ward staff. 
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Roxenne Chow and her father Charlle step to  music during a 
recent Scottish dancing practise. The event was sponsored by 
the White Heather Club In preparation for the "Spring Fling 
'8Z" to be held at Thomhlll Community Centre May 9. Tickets 
are $10 each . .  Photo by Danlele Berqulst. 
Friendship, la i r  
abounds at Legion. 
by' Roy Greening, 
Branch 13, 
Royal Canadian Legion 
TERRACE - -  When 
someone tells., a funny 
stow,, he might say, "I 
heard it at the Legion." 
Friendship and laughter 
are:the two ingredients 
which make up the at- 
mosphere when one visits 
these premises. 
I remember myself how 
jokes and funny stories 
kept our spirits up during 
the war when• we were on 
patrol.: Sometimes the 
darkness would be over- 
whelming and at other 
times thesky, would sud- 
denly be lit up by starshell 
making us feel naked and 
vulnerable. 
One story goes: A 
devoted son sent his 
mother a parrot as a pres- 
ent. Later he wrote to her 
and asked her how she was 
enjoying the parrot. She 
wrote back, "It was de- 
lidousl" 
I always found that we 
usually enjoyed a joke at 
someone else's expense: 
When we were fuzzy-faced 
recruits doing basic train: 
ing we• wouldn't go to 
sleep one night and in- 
sisted on rolling a pop bot- 
tle across the barrack 
floor after lights out. We 
were soon warned by a 
very frightening N.C.O.. 
that we would be out do- 
ing drill for the rest of the 
night if we didn't behave. 
One bright lad suggested 
we should do it again and 
when the crusher came 
again we would all yell in 
unison, "Go to h,.. I~' just 
to see what would happen. 
We rolled the pop bottle, 
up came the crusher and 
the only one who yelled 
was the one who made the 
suggestion. We never saw 
him again. We did feel 
sorry for him became his 
punishment made him fall 
back a class and we left 
the training base soon 
after. 
This year, the 60th year 
of operation for .Branch 
13, gives all of us a great 
opportunity to look in on 
the Legion. Because the 
Branchis open every day 
except Sunday, you can 
pick and choose when to 
drop in to enjoy 'the 
friendly atmosphere. 
One night I heard a 
veteran soldier telling us 
how he had to show an of- 
ricer how to get a large 
vehicle out of the mud in 
Italy duringthe Canadian 
campaign there in 1944. 
The lower ranks love to 
tell stories about their 
seemingly incompetent of- 
ricers. Actually, stories 
about he War are unusual. 
Most members talk about 
everyday things as we all 
do. At the Legion, 
though,  with most 
members being acquainted 
with one another,  
humorous tories are told 
more frequently. This 
once again goes towards 
strengthening ties and 
gives one a good feeling 
towards his fellow man. 
Many people have join- 
ed the Legmn and ha~e 
become devoted members 
just because of  the com- 
panionship that such a 
unique club offers. I've 
• talked to many people 
who tell me that they have 
found friends at the 
Legion and have become 
real .  companions and 
• started to go on outside 
activities together, Ladies 
may join the Ladies' Aux- 
iliary under certain condi- 
tions and become a 
member of an active 
group giving all kinds of 
help to the main body of 
Branch 13. Again, friend- 
ly ~ people are there to 
welcome you. 
• V " ' - .  
~CE- -C i tycotm- .  " to ,',hange cil's Planning and Public V " 
Works Committee wig 
consider a proposal to " 
tlme-con:. 
and expensive 
therefore, 
reconsideration with_: a 
view tO bringing the bylaw 
_ into conformity with the 
(MuniciPal) Act would be 
later 
proposal and everyone liv- 
ing orowning prope.rty: 
.within 165 feet of the 
'altered area," In  the event 
of amajor change,'Greno " 
said, the city might con-" 
ceivably be required, to 
send individual notifica- 
tion to evew :householder 
amend the bylaw dealing cumbersome, 
with procedures for noti- suming, 
fying affect, ed residents of proposition; 
impech~ng zoning changes. 
In a memo:to council 
April 13 Terra(:e: City 
Director Rob Greno ad- 
vised council ,that changes in order." 
inthe B.C. Municipal Act In a interview 
no longer require the ser-. Greno said the .current and property:0wner in the 
vice of written notices to bylaw requires the city to .  city. 
peopleiiving inareas to be send notice in writing to Under the new system 
rezoned. '.'The current each individual directly af- enshrined inthe Municipal 
Terrace) bylaw is ~ fected by a zoning change Act, he said, .any zoning 
i 
:,..::! ,:1:[:, .,:,, 
chang~ : ~/ffeciing-more:  
than lO lotscan simplybe . 
advert ised in local 
newsPaPers. "- 
• The proposed amend- . ... 
ment was: referred -by 
council to the ~ Planning 
and Public Works Com- 
mittee. .: • r ' * ' . '  " ] 
Zoning cha~ are cur~ 
" rently underway to • Con- 'i 
vert-several lots on the 
periphery of the down, 
town• area to Central 
Commercial zones. 
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... have your newspaper  
delivered every week. 
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For Just $24 you don't have 
to miss a slngle Issue! 
Subscribe 
now! 
CRY/ 
A full year: $24.00 
Two years: $45.00 
~,"  
,COme into our  off ice,  
Or send.a  •cheque or 
" money order,  to: 
• Terrace.Rev lew 
453S Greig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
V. l . ,  
Phone: ~;,=,~_~ 
835.7840 ~. . .~-~-~ 
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" . . . .  " .... 'i ~~i~,~.- " m.~~" ~ ; '~  ~ '~, , .  ~ . . . .  " ... ' April : I s racecoundlateonru.med ' i t sa  
~"~ "' " • • opposition to private liq- 
........... i%.: long 
, , ,  .~- , ,  • ' . uor sale, franchises~ and ,... .-~.. :~  . . :  . , . : , , .  . ,  ~ , ,  ~ • ," ;~. . . ] - .  ~. ,..-: , . 
"~" . . . - , , :~ " :~-.i"//" longer, hours of avail- 
.~,~ ' , ,-,. - . . . .  • .  ,. .,.:: ability.. • . 
, . Coundl voted, to notify 
.,~ the Jansen committee of 
. . .. the city's ~ i f ion  .~  
• :., ~ i "  receiving correspondence 
1 • from. the Vancouver  
• Alcohol-Drug-. ,Education 
Service and the B.C, 
Government Employees 
Union. Both  organiza- 
tions expressed strong op- 
position to any alteration 
in Liquor Distribution 
Branch policy that would 
increase the availability of 
alcohol', and the Alcohol. 
Drug Education Service 
• Chsd (left); Keenan, Alicla, Francis, Kerry and Jonl am pre-schoolers enjoying themselves at the Terrace Day CamCentre. May 3 to 10 Is Day Care 1~'~I~I" noted, "It, is very 
• Week across the province. Licensed day care institutions In Terrace are working together to create awareness on licensed centres for young - • important that your court. 
• children, - • PhotobyDanleleBen:lulst. cil aVail_itself o f  this 
M in istry annou nces poi icy :uniqu'e~ °pp°rtumty to " . .voicelts protest as changes " in:alcohol policy will be 
• : . virtually irrevocable." ' 
-, The BCGEU cortes- 
• . . . . .  pondence presented 
FOR CHILD DEVELOPM ENT CENTRE s=,.= consumption went up in .. areas where availability in. 
TERRACE -- Funding funding to be distributed A family support work- logical Centre. The Centre news for areas that have creased. 
worries tl~at have plagued among the 17 Child er will act as an advisor ~.nounceda$5,000incen- been suffering from a Mayor Jack Talstra 
.the Terrace Child Devel- Development Centres in and advocate for parents tive vro~ram at Family nearly total lack of heal_th pointed out that a motion 
opment Centre (CDC) for B.C. More importaLt than whose children attend the Focusfor health profes- professional servia,,  but to transfer control of 
years, appeared to have that, Dediluke. said, was CDC.  .The l~rdn~s.are=s io~:who,  rel~3cate to "i~s effe~tiVeli&.~":m~, ~be 'distribution andhours of 
been partially relieved the-announcement that often in need of counsel- northern, areas, of the curtailed by a"province- opening to local govern- 
after a recent change in at- centers will be funded in ins and assistance in ob- province and. practice wide shortage of qualified ment was defeated at the 
fitude by the Ministry of the futurethrough afund-, taining professional help there for a minimum of people, The program, Premier's conference of 
Health. "-- Margaret Dediluke, ing formula instead of a and designinglprograms two years; interview and Dediluke said, will alto mayors, and he said B.C, 
- grant system. - "for.children who are sub- moving costs are also pro- provide, training for in- mayors as a group are in 
program director for the '-'It's areal change in ject:to ~, a: s" .pe~amn~ of ivided, dividualswl~0-are under- favor of province-wid~ 
Terrace CDC,  came back their phi losophy -- physical. disabilities and The incentive program qualifed or have foreign unity in liquor policy. 
smiling from the Family they've admitted ~ we mental disorders, will have an initial budget certification. Aid. Ruth Hallock 
Focus conference held exist/'Dedilukesaid. The critical shottage of of $175,000, with the Dediluke said she'ex--- observed with resignati0n, 
earlier this month in The Terrace CDC has -qualified professionals in Ministry of Health grant- pects exact-Ministry of "Our  opinion doesn,t 
Kelowna,  where the obtained itso~ratingand physmtherapy, occupa- ing $100,000 and the Healthbudget.figures for matter anyway. The bars 
Ministry announ....ced: an capital money in the past tional therapy and speech balance coming from the the Terrace CDC within are still open on Sunday, 
additional $1 million m through a combination of pathology is bemgtackled Vancouver FoundatiOn. the next few weeks, aren't hey?" 
community fund-raising by the Vancouver Neuro- The program is good - 
. , . . . - -  . 
G y c [ e  and grants from the  
ministries of health arid Terrace fire .,,,;. social services. Donatio~ r e p o .  
~ predictable intervals, and TERRACE -- Fire Chief fire," Best said. 
• operating plans were often Clifford Best reported a - Firefighters were called 
set up on a month.to- quiet week for  Terrace out on April 22 when a 
r~f% ~ month basis. The facility firefighters, with only two defective transformer in 
operated under a con- incidents from April 19to one of the Skeena Mall 
tmual shadow of impend- April 26. businesses blew a series of 
__ l _  ing cut-backs d~pite an A potentially major fuses, but no fire resulted 
S escalating need for its ~r- blaze in a building at the from the problem. I ' vices in the region, comer of Keith Ave. and 
That situation wi l l  Kalum St. washeld to Po l i ce  repor t  
The first of many B.C. change to a large extent minimal damage on April 
Summer Games Zone 7 with the new funding 19 due to fast reporting by TERRACE - -  Terrace 
playoffs is coming up on policy, which Dediluke a witness. A vehicle inside RCMP are investigating'a 
the May 9 weekend in said is based on staff'mg the structure burst into break-in that occurred 
Smithers. requirements. A firm an- flames and ignited the cell- April 24 at a residence in 
It 'sthe tryouts for the nual budget will allow ing. , I f  we hadn't been Thornhil l .  Property 
cycling team, which get long-term planning be- notified immediately it damages and losses were 
underway at 10 a.m. on cause the CDC will have a could have been a serious estimated at about $4,000. 
May 9. The triah are part more exact idea of the 
of the Smithers Cycling operating funds available. 
Club's two'day event call- Community fund-rais- Publ ic  Moot ing  
ed Tour De'Smithers. ing projects, she noted, MK Bay Marina 
The opening event is a wm still be necessary for 
50 and 70 kilometer road capital improvements and The Regional District of Kitlmat-Stikine will be 
race. Later that day at 6 repairs to the Centre, The. holding a public meeting for all usersof  MK ] . . . . . . . . . .  
p.m., riders compete ins  Ministry of Social Services Bay Marina at Mount Elizabeth Secondary 1 and I willan~w~'t'h~:';~e't'~-di;coverH~sanswere 
I0 kilometer hill climb, and Housing will continue School Cafeteria, 1491 Kingfisher, Kitlmat, together.  You are alwaw= WELCOME! 
On Sunday, May 10 at 10 to fund the Centre on a B.C. on Thursday, April 30, 1987, commencing , Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
a.m., it's the Downtown Brant basis, at 8:00 p.m. , Pastern: John Caplln and Len Froese 
Grand Prix race. FAMILIES GET HELP Please come and Voice your concerns ano i 3511 Eby Street, Terrace, B .c .  
Bikers wishing to enter At Family Focus the suggestions. , 635-2434 
should contact Doug Ministry of Health also in. 8mvlce  t imes :  
McDonald by phoning dicated the Terrace CDC For further Information contact: ' EariyMornlngServlce 8:30a.m.. 
either 847,9163 or will get a half-time family Regional District of Kitlmat.Stlkine Sundayachool 10:008.m. t 
847-~009. Please enter as support worker, Dediluke 9- 4644 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B,C. 635-7251 Morning Service 11:15 a.m. • ~ p. . . Evening Service - 
soon-m pomible, said. ,, , . , ra te  ~ _ I A _ - . . . . . . . . . .  
. " o 
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Instructors 
to revamp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
hospital's 
" :, "{"",-':,',', :/,:i prenatal , ,  
program . . . . . . . . . . .  
i : .  >~: 
- • . . . . . . .  " . . 
- :  . , . . . . .  . ~ • . . . .  , 
' 
by Peggi McCleary R.N. 
Terrace Prenatal • 
lustruetor 
TERRACE -- Seven Mills 
Memorial Hospital pre- 
natal instructors recently 
completed the teaching 
skills portion of-the 
Childbirth Educators Pro- 
gram which began in Nov- 
ember, 1986, 
The Childbirth Educe- 
tors Program offered by 
Vancouver Community 
College is a three part pro- 
gram consisting of core 
content, teaching skills 
and a practicum. Suc- 
cessful completion of the 
.course provides a Van- 
couver Community Col- 
lege certificate. 
The core content por- 
tion is done by cor- 
respondence and has a 
written examination at its 
conclusion. While normal- 
ly the teaching skills por- 
tion is completed in Van- 
couver, the administration 
at Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tai asked Marion Clauson, 
instructor, to come to Ter- 
race so that all the pre- 
natal instructors at Mills 
Memorial Hospital could 
participate. 
Marion Clauson, R.N., 
B.Sc.N., C.C.E., teaches 
at Vancouver Community 
College. She has worked 
and taught on various 
maternity wards. Current- 
ly she is an instructor with 
the Greater Vancouver 
Childbirth Education As- 
sociation. 
The Mills Memorial 
Hospital Prenatal Classes 
were established in Feb- 
ruary, 1986, to help pre, 
pare expectant parents for 
labour and delivery. The 
six week classes have been 
very well attended with 
"approximately 160 l~ar- 
ticipants from February to 
Mm/ch 1987 i ,, 
As with any program 
established, it is essential 
to evaluate often, and im- 
plement changes. When 
the classes were begun, it 
was felt that after erie year 
there ~ would be enough 
feedback to decide if 
changes were necessary. 
Marion was helpful in 
this, for as well as pro. 
riding course material, she 
shared information about 
current focuses of pre- 
natal instruction. 
Armed with the infor- 
mation from the Child- 
birth Educators Program 
and charged with en- 
thusiasm, the instructors 
will be revamping Mills 
Memorial Hospital,s cur- 
rent ~ prenatal program 
over the next few weeks to 
better meet the needs of 
Terrace's childbearing 
community. 
- "  T i 
• MlerowaveTlp,s 
Bones reflect microwaves, o 
cuts of meat with bones will cook 
faster than boneless cuts of the 
uune weight. 
Use lower power settings on the 
mkrowave to avoid shrinking and 
toughening meats. 
Meats at room temperature 
cook more evenly in a microwave 
oven than do cold or frozen meats, 
:J 
!::<: !~! 
. -:- . . . .  N~,~ 
@ 
Mille Memodsl Hospital prenatal Instructors recently completed the Childbirth Educators Program. Partlcl pants were (back row, left to right), 
Peggl McCleary, R.N.; Mavis HouIIibecq, R.N.; Cathy Broadway, R.N.; and Ros Deify, R.N. (Front row, left to right), Cathy Pettlpas, R.N.; Marion 
Clau_son, R.N., B.S.N., C.C.E.; Debble Her'z, B.S.N.; and Pare Straker, I.B.C.L.C. 
@ 
/ 
Getting together with others can help 
TERRACE-  Coming 
home with a new baby 
may be a quite different 
experience from what you 
had imagined uring preg- 
nancy. 
r 
by Carol Harrison 
Public Health Nurse 
You may be exhausted 
from the delivery, feel un- 
comfortable and find 
yourself in tears for what 
seems like "no reason at 
all". The baby, on the 
other hand, takes no 
notice whatsoever of your 
,requirements and'in fact 
needs i~ mother intensely 
(and often louSy) for the 
Caring for 
a newborn 
by Carol Harrison, Terrace Public Health Nurse 
TERRACE --  If you are the parent of a baby the 
Skeena Health Unit in Terrace has something for you. 
On Wednesday mornings, 10:00 Sol 1:30, beginning 
MaY 6, the Health Unit will be offering a series of 
topical discussions entitled "You and Your Baby", 
The first two o f  these will focus on the first three 
months o f  parenting: the post-partum experience and 
concerns in caring for a newborn. Later classes will be 
of interest if your baby is between birth and 12 months 
and will include information on growth, development, 
stimulation, safety, common ,illnesses, and choosing 
good day care.' ~ ' 
A bonus of these classes i  expected to be that you can 
meet other parents and share xperiences. A community 
health nurse willbe the resource person at allsessions, 
with the possibility of guest speakers. ', 
If you are interested in attending any or all of "You 
and Your Baby", please call the Health Unit at 
638-33 I0 to pre-register. There is no charge. 
Jobs depend 
on export 
by Premier Bm 
Vander Zalm 
It's hard to understand 
the Objections being raised 
by those opposed to the 
development of a com- 
cent of everything Canada 
exports and o~ province 
accounts :for roughly $6 
billion or sixpercent of 
that total. 
For British Columbia, 
first few weeks. Some 
babies, even though nurs- 
ing well and gaining 
weight, will be  "fussy" 
and can make the most 
competent adult feel help- 
less. 
In  the first few weeks of 
a baby's life every member 
of the family must adjust 
to a number of things. 
Getting together with 
other people experiencing 
the same adjustments can 
help. -- 
On Wednesday, May 6 
from 10 a.m. to 1t:30 
a.m., you and your baby 
are invited to the Skeena 
Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street, for information, 
sharing and discussion on 
"The Post-Partum Exper- 
ience". 
Please call 638-3310 to 
pre.register. There is no 
charge. 
Exchange-] 
As a result of a meeting 
held in Kitwanga which in- 
volved representatives 
from every school in Dis- 
trict88, a small committee 
will be set up to deal with 
communications skills and 
Language Arts. 
Paul Axelson, Super- 
visor of Elementaryln- 
struction for District 88, 
said he was pleased with 
the meeting which was 
held at Kitwanga Elemen- i tary/Junior Secondary 
a l e d o n  a School. "There was a good exchange between all 
representatives',, stated 
TERRACE -- The school wishes to recognize and to en- 
courage student excellence in course work and therefore 
publishes after each reporting period an Honor Roll. 
The Honor Roll is constructed in three categories 
calculated for full-time students and using the marks 
from all the courses the student is taking when report 
cards are issued. 
Outstanding Achievement - -  grade point average 
greater tllan or equal to 3.50, L 
MeritOriOUS Achievement - -  grade point average 
greater than or equal to 3.25. 
Honorable Mention - -grade point average greater 
than or equal to 3.00 
where "A" is 4; "B"  is 3, "C + ' '  is 2.5, "C" is 2, 
"C - "  or "P"  is 1. 
OUTSTANDING 
ACHIEVEMENT 
Sandra Adams, Shan- 
non Buffer, Chris Cain, 
Denis Cote, Bag-Tam 
Diep, Luke Eades, Param- 
jit Gill, Helen Hamei, 
Scott Inglis, Bradley 
Lana Kilgren, Christa 
Klukas, Nicole Michaud, 
Debbie Misfeldt, James 
Pegg, Lara Roldo. 
HONORABLE 
MENTION 
Todd Broughton, Rich. 
ard Devost,: Tina Knull, 
Cathy Loutitt, Kurt Mo 
Axelson. 
It was noted at the 
meeting, that teachers felt 
students could read better 
with the present cur- 
riculum, said Axelson. 
"The goals of teachers in 
our District in regards to 
Language Arts is to make 
our students better com- 
municators in the areas of 
reading, writing, listenin~ 
and speaking," added 
Axelson. 
However, said Axelson, 
it was felt by many of the 
teachers that more direc- 
tions were needed in terms 
of curriculum for the tran- 
sition from Primary to In- 
termediate and from In- 
termediate to Secondary 
levels. Axelson added stu- 
dents changing schools be- 
cause of a move were also 
\ .- 
prehensive trade agree- 
ment with the United 
States in light of what it 
would mean for British 
Columbia nd Canada. 
The U,S. market  
swallows more than $94 
billion or almost 80 per. 
the U.S. market is vital for Lane, Leslie Lima, Steve 
particular sectors of the Mantel, Jorge Marques, 
provincial economy, tak- 
ing 60 percent of our 
forest product exports and 
more than 80 percent of 
our end product exports. 
Trina Robinson, Ken 
Veldman. 
MERITORIOUS 
ACHIEvEMENT 
Cory Albright, Jane 
Carron, Jamie McChes. 
ney, Leigha Needham, 
Mandip Prihar, David 
Rolfsen, Marc Smith, Mi. 
chelle Stmmecki, Michelle 
Taylor, Rose.lee Thodt, 
Elaine Wiebeaga, Deanne 
ceeeaMd ou mP IS Hoving, Shawn Kenmuir, Wilson, 
a consideration in cur- 
riculum planning. 
Axelson commented 
that this was the first t in~ 
in School District 88 that a 
get-t6gether like this had 
taken place. "It ,was 
great", stated Axelson. 
, - - : , .  -• -: 
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TERRACE --Citycoun. 
cil, apparently not content 
with playing to an au- 
dience of resigned jour- 
nalists and occasional 
samples o f  disgruntled 
citizenry, may soon be 
making bi-monthly forays 
into Terrace living rooms, 
In a letter eceived b~ 
Terrace council Api'il 13 
.from Skeena Broacasters, 
cable operations manager 
Steve Lake states the com- 
pany is willing to install 
television •cameras in 
council chambers to cover 
regular and special munch 
meetings and committee 
meetings on cable channel 
10. • Lake indicates the 
system would, consist of 
two fixed,mount color 
cameras alternating at 
timed intervals. 
He  also noted  the 
• system would be equipped 
with a shut-off control to 
• ensure that in-camera ses- 
sions remain off-camera. 
.The coverage will re- 
quire purchase of new 
equipment, by Skeena 
.Broadcasters, Lake stated. 
~:- Mayor 3ack Talstra in- 
:dicated the proposal does 
n0tinvolve any cost to the 
city, -..although he ob- 
served, : "We may need a 
m~,up  room." Talstra 
adwsed Aid. Robert 
Cooper that they both 
may have to begin comb- 
ing what's left of their hair 
before council meetings. 
The prospect • of  
coverage in color promp- 
ted Aid. Mo Takhar to 
note that he may have to 
diversify the colors of tur- 
bans inhis wardrobe, and 
Aid. Ruth  Halleck, a 
council member notable 
for a certain robustness of 
physique, • wondered aloud 
i f  the cameras would be 
equipped with wide-angle 
lenses. 
The prime-time pro- 
posal was referred to the 
next::.: Committee of the 
Whole meeting for further 
examination, 
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ActiOn to be taken 
• i : ! ! i ! !Q iOV less than the complete approach,"  Andste in  ..after the IWA ( In ta t -  
" withdrawal of the B.C. said. ,' It's not just labor, tiona}. Wood workers o f  
legislation will be. ~ ecn~,.0mic legislation, and it Health Sciences Associa- 
• table ~ to umonized  will ove~ 50 years o f "  tion cooli~.off period. 
~,• workers, Cliff Andstein. hard work by the B.C. We keep, seeingthesame 
names m connectionwith told a Terrace public labor movement., When 
meeting recently. Vander Zaim =dd,-'You .this -- (VancOuver 
Andstein, secretary- have to look :at this.-lawyers) Archibald, Gall, 
treasurer for the B.C. as a package,' he was tell;"- jordan...,, Andstein went 
Federation o f  Labour, ingthetruth. l t ,sfdghten-.on t  say that, after 
was speaking to an au- in8." meetings with Labour 
dience of more •thah:~200:".~ Andstdn accused" ~the - Minister Hanson,  ~'I 
people packed::intO: • the  gov.ermaent of:h~t,.vi~, ex- : .believe rq l~. .on  .~d.0esn:t 
Terrace Hotel's Skeena-:amined.court decisions, xnow-.what,  s -m.  mrs 
Banquet room. His stop in appeals and Labour Rela-' .-legislati0n' because he  
Terrace was one of twelve tions Board decisions didn't write it." . . . . .  
meetings in B.C, centers from past years that ruled . Andstein seemed par. 
called by the Fed to ac- in favor Of unions and ticularly incensed by part 
quaint rank-and-fi le then legislatingthosedeci- .of Bill 19 headed "con. 
workers with the provi- signs out of existence and flicts" which makes..it il- 
signs of Bili 19, the con- drafting new'law to pre- lesa!i for ~:any :~coHeetive 
troversiai Industrial Rela-." ventany Such decisions in ag1~ent  6:Coatainpro- 
tions Reform Act recently " the future. " ~: :.-,'• visions that contravene 
John Clllt (rlght) presented a cheque ln the amount of $305, 0n introduced in the  "This legislation was any portion ofthe legisla. 
behalf of the Terrace Rotary Club,to Scott Clark, Royal Bank representative for the Man-In-Motion Drive. Money was raised legislature by Labour clearly 'not written after i ties, As an example" he 
from a fishing trip raffle sponsored by Ev's Men's Wear. Minister Lyall Hanson. the Labour Legislation cited last year's.dispute at 
PhotobyDanleleBerqulst s'This is treacherous Review," he. asserted, the Oainer's meat packing 
. . . . . . .  ~ plant in Edmonton, "dur. 
~ ' 1 ~ . . .  ~-~ ~ ing.which unionized B,C, 
~ • ... .......... '-::: ...... " . operations refused to ban. 
/ ) :, : :,:.,~ : . dle Gainer 's  products "~ - . / i  . .  under a "hot" .edict en, . . . . . . . . .  ~ shrined in their contracts. 
i ' ~.:. i .... : ....... " S.uch provisions would be 
' ~ -- " " ill i . " illegal under Bill 19, even 
"' : if the union and employer 
:~i~ [ mutually agree to them. 
¢ Citing the authority 
" " " given to the new Industrial 
[ Inquiry Commissioner .to 
control and monitor all 
I aspects bf.. collective 
• - bargaining, demand infer. 
mation, impose arbitrary 
settlements and • allow 
employers to fire anyone 
~ .: who disobeys the terms of 
a forced settlement, And. 
stein said, "We're talking 
here about state control of 
union activities, and it's 
unacceptable." 
The Fed executive, 
Andstein said, have voted 
- unanaimously for "a com- 
plete and unequivocal 
boycott of the Industrial 
Relations Council" and 
added the boycott will in. 
The month of May has been declared as Hearing and Speech Month by Terrace Mayor Jack Talstra. Harley Wyssen, 3, has been elude rejection of any at.  
helped by the Purple Cross Deaf Detection Fund through the local lodges of Elks and Royal Purple. P~oto by Danlele Berqulst. bitrators who accept ap- 
pointments, He said the 
---- continued from 
and zinc and electricity in- 
dustries won't face tomor- 
row what our lumber and 
cedar shakes and shingle 
industries are already fac- 
ing today. 
The. o.nly way we can 
thwart his growingtide of 
protectionism is through a
comprehens ive  trade 
agreement. 
Tiie new rules that 
would come into play 
under such an agreement 
would be an effective 
check against future trade 
disputes and, give us 
guaranteed and r stable ac- 
cess to a market of more 
than 225 million people. 
Part of  the  problem 
right now is that potential 
foreign investors are 
becoming increasingly 
reluctant to locate here in 
B.C. and elsewhere in 
Canada b,~,cause they fear 
their access to the U.S. 
market may well be cur- 
tailed. 
Even Canadian con- 
trolled fbms are starting 
to locate more and more 
of their operations outh 
of the line to be sure they 
-e  : -  
Jobs depend on export 
If those figures don't 
convince you, then maybe 
the fact that more than 
200,000 jobs in our pro. 
vines depend on exports to 
the U.S. Will bring home 
the message. 
The need to develop a 
more stable and enduring 
trade relationship with our 
next door neighbor •has 
never been more critical. 
Protectionist forces are 
already strong and grow- 
ing stronger in the United 
States with fresh laws and 
new measures being pro- 
posed to make the U.S. 
marketa tougher place for 
Canadians to do business. 
That. fact was ham- 
mered home to  British 
Columbia last year in the 
softwood lumber dispute 
and there's no indication 
that  the protectionist 
pressure in the United 
States will diminish. 
No province or jurisdic- 
tion is immune. Measures 
are already being con- 
sidered against potash 
from Saskatchewan and 
there's no guarantee that 
our pulp, and paper, lead 
GRAVEL 
CRUSHING 
page 14 
can continue to penetrate 
the American market with 
its huge customer pool. 
That's a troubling and 
dangerous ituation that 
we can't allow to continue 
and we can't afford to ig- 
nore the consumer 
benefits a trade agreement 
win bring. 
Reduced trade ~barriers 
translate into lower prices 
and a bigger ange of pro. 
ducts. 
next phase will,be a cam. 
paign to build public op- 
position to the bill and the 
undertaking and coordi- 
nation of province-wide' 
job action. 
Next week the Fed will 
begin a series of meetings 
with B.C. union locals. 
Mount Klappan Anthracite Project Stage II Assessment 
PUBLIC MEETING 
All residents of Terrace and area are invited to attend a public meeting 
to discuss the Gulf Stage II assessment for the Mount Klappan 
anthracite project. 
For nformation contact Alan Johnson 1.403-233-3880 (coll6ct). 
I II 
. ~ . . - : :  . . ' : , . .%: : .  : - .  ~: • : 
Coal Division, Gulf Canada Corp. 
-~eo  
I I  Ill l " 
r iX : 
Tenders have been call- 
ed for a contract o crush 
and stockpile gravel at Six 
'Mile Pit near Hazelton, it 
has been announced by 
Skeena MLA Dave Park- 
er, Minister of Forest and 
Lands. 
A preview" of the site 
was' scheduled April 16, 
with • tenders returnable 
April 30. Six Mile, Pit is 
about four kilometres east 
of the Two Mile settle- 
ment at Hazelton. 
' Woi  POWER 
abrogate: to Cancel by 
authority, abolish. 
, . . _  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Bruce Toms (right), ownerpf Skeena Trusses, explains how trussesare manufactured to Minister Mini,tot of Forests, Dave Parker (center) officiated at the grand opening of Sksen~Trussea on 
of Forests Dave Parker. Skeena Trusses held its gran d opening on Saturday, April 18. Saturday, April 18. Owner of the business is Bruce Toms (left). Mayor Jack Talstra wag also In- 
Photo by Danlele Berqulst. vlted, for the ribbon cutting ceremony. : Photo by Danlele Berqulst. 
Op i Ter c New bus iness ,  ens  ra e 
• • • . . . ' .  . " . . ,  ' "  . ' . . ' . ; :  . 
iL~.d.Rl~eiCtEheir gr?:~nape~fi~;s~Stua~rddyH~;e.~ ~e21~°nYnd .~reraceMlI~vl:~or ~fckF~rSa.Dave ~inYcW~llubpeert?~ikem~tl~tgalplp~TdUrC::c~n " Stewart, 
• Both Talstra and Parker wished Toms a pro- 
' Owner operator is Bruce Toms. Presently sperousyear having jus.t started production. 
by Daniele Berquist the manufacturing facility has three employees "It's good to have a new business in Terrace,', 
Invited guests to the ribbon cutting to help: serve the north. Toms said his com- added the major. 
I I I I I ' I l l  l l  
Lauds  Paw (on stage, left), of Erwin Jewellers, presents an 
$800 ring to Jenny Virtue. The dng was donated by Erwln 
Jewellers. The Lions Ladles Diamond Dinner was held at the 
Inn of the West earlier this month. • 
Thornhill host,s east 
THORNHILL-  Twenty- 
five Grade Nine and ,I0 
students of Thornhill 
Junior Secondary School 
will be playing host to an  
equivalent number of ~ 
• youths from Woifeville, 
Nova Scotia starting this 
youths will reciprocate for 
their Thornhill hosts from 
May 28to June 7~ 
Each student: involved 
willplay host to one of the 
visitors, supplying room 
and board during their stay. They're xpected to 
weekend, join in several group ac- 
~• It's all part of  the tivities with visits to 
"Open House, Canada" Prince Rupert and Kiti- 
program, organized mat, plus the Lava Beds 
through the" federal 
Judy Condle, who was co-ordinator of the largest fashion show 
ever held in Terrace at the Ladles Diamond Dinner, is ap- 
plauded by organizers and guests. Ray Tremblay (right), project 
chairman of the'Terrace Centennial Lions, congratulates Con. 
dirj on "an excellent Job". Todd Bellamy (standing, back), 
fashion show emcee, Joins In giving praise to Condle. 
KIm MacDougell (right) received the Royal Bank lion from Ray 
Tremblay, project chairman of the Terrace Oentennlal Uone. 
Approximately $4,000 was raised at the Terrace Centennial 
Lions Ladles Diamond Dinner. The money will be spent on 
local charities. Left to right are: Terry Morris from P.W.A., 
Charlie Meek, Danlele Berqulst (photographer), Ray Tremblay 
and KIm MacDougall. 
and i other points of in- Local forests are the ing for car outings Who 
government's Secretary of terest. 
co .n~n. unity's playground, want  well established 
State, David Crombie. The ex,change is under Residents often seek a .campsites. and Conven- 
The visitors arrive on thecfire~.on of Thornhill broad range of recrea- lences; there are cross 
Saturday morning's flight teacher M~ke Wilson who tional •experiences, in- country skiers who want 
and will spend one week in says they'lliconcentrate on teraction with nature and the quiet wonder, o f  .win- .• 
the area, leaving here on the area culture, fife-style . . . . . .  
• . an environment in which ter;, there are snowmo- 
May 8. The Wolfeville and heritage, they can socialize with bilers who crave the ex. 
family and friends, ~itement of  travelling fast 
B a s k e t b a l l  e n d s  There are wilderness on well groomed trails; 
• __  [ 
, I III ' 
TERRAC'E-- TheTer- Several individual ,r . AE~ , ,mAkgAL~@J)  " TM 
race Grade 7 girls' six- awards were handed out EWV ITWE#EL~EtT~ 
week mini-basketball following the last game. Do you have problems with picking up prescrlP. 
league came to an end " The best defensive tions, groceries, appliances or anything else? For 
Apri l  15 with send.finals p layer  was Heather  all your moving and delivery needs, phone for ex- 
and finals at Clarence Thompson of Clarence perlenced and speedy.  
Michiel Elementary Michiel. Tammy Quest of ........ 
School. Clarence Michiel was •GROCERY PICKUP 
Team 'D' finished first selected as most valuable From ,~tfeway 
in regular league play and player, while Jennifer 1:30 & 5:00 PM dally 
alSO won the playoff series Brooks of Veritas won the plus 8:30 PM Thurs & Fr 
by beating Team 'A '  44-42 outstanding player award. IV  $400 
in the semis, the downing The top team player was ON m- I I I  
Team 'C' 42-38 in the Chris Irving of Clarence FREE TO SENIORS... only through Chimp championship game. Michiel. Uplands players & Safeway. 
In the other semi-final, took two awards--Jen- I 638"8530 [ 
Team 'C' outscored Team hirer Robinson was the 
;B' 48-44. The consolation most sportsmanlike player I, . . . . . .  __ . .  _ . •  I 
final saw Team 'B' defeat and Sonya Volts was the unimo Delive Team 'A' 38-34. most inspirationaiplayer. 
rallies; and there are natu- 
ralists who seek the won- 
der of an ancient cedar or 
thrill-seeking kayakers ;  
there are toddlers, senior 
citizens and handicapped. 
Where it's at . . .  
Entertainment 
this 
Week: 
Northern 
Motor  
Inn 
This week's 
feature: 
A guide to 
Terrace's 
night life - -  
the "who 
where and 
when" for 
entertainment. 
Outstanding 
Entertainment 
nlghtlyl; 
Our  ' fo res t  resource  .... : s 
TERRACE -- A number lovers who seek untouch- there are recreational vehi- elusive" . . . .  wild animal. ~ ? "::  " 
o f  Terrace residents will ed nature and who prefer cle drivers who require As well, many ,0fthe ' 
be r~~g May 3-9 as few if any trails and camp. good .roads and large forest users are. not only . " 
National Forest week. sites; there are families go. campsites.for picnics and the energetic hikers or the  
Grant . . . .  
awarded: 
TERRACE. -  Shames, 
Mountain Ski Corpora. 
lion has been awarded 
$$,000 by the City of Ter- 
race and  matching funds 
by .tile. provincial govern- 
ment as part of the "Part: 
ners in Enterpr ise"  
Economic De~/elopment 
Program. The combin~ 
$10,000 grantwill be used 
tooffset some 0f thepro- 
jeer:planning costs. 
The ~ planning phase for 
shames :i:M0untain Ski: 
Corporation has included 
such •kemsas: . . . .  " : 
I,. The preparation of a 
, comPrehensive ski area 
master plan by a Whistler, 
B.C.-based ski .area con.. 
sultant, This extensive 
report covered such items 
as:  
• terrain suitability; 
• snow conditions; 
• physical site planning 
such as life placement, 
downhill run placement, 
daY Iodgeand main. .... 
tenance building place, 
ment and parking lot: 
design and placement; 
• market analysis.(num- 
bers of. people within a- 
given radius • of the 
development); 
• f inancia l -v iabi l i tY  
studies; and 
) .  detailed mapping. 
2. Mountain access road 
• ~,~ ' .,.,~ "~ ",~,~ .~ 
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Alderman Bob Cooper (left) and Mayor Jack Talstra, along with Skeena MLA Dave Parker (right), recently presented Shames Mountain Ski Cor. 
A pore!Ion with a cheque for $10,000. President of the corporation, Dennis Lisslmore, was on hand to receive $5,000 from the City of Terrace and 
- ' maLc,,Ing funds by the provincial government as part of "Partners In Enterprise". Monlee are being ueedto offsetsome of the project planning 
costs. 
• : " . .,/~:':," i.. , . . .  . . 
The:role of the Ministry 
Of  Tourism, Recreation 
and Culture has expanded 
,in a government reorgani- 
zation to include cultural, 
@ 
Photo by Daniel• Benlulst. " i~',  " ~ ' 
nistry plans to be unveiled 
design, • initial sewage sport, heritage and library 
disposal design, initial water!~i!:Supply •i system, -activities" as tourism re, 
deslgfi !and '.0n-sRe tren- ' sponsibilities..~ , -. 
The marr iage of 
things/rid sod sampling i n tourism, recreation and 
the upper base area. culture was :suggested bY 
)ur mesSage 
the s tars, 
Forecast I'erl0d: 513.5/9187 
'Exclm,lging one a,~t for another bring~ plenty of 
action in the money depamnent. Gold is attractive. 
Display your special talents. Your personal appeal 
is strong and you could really go places. 
Confidential matters.are mphasized.Think of 
the ramifications before you start a verbal tirade 
oraqother's faults. 
Friends and group ti~ are top priority, Offer con- 
structive suggestions on how to improve functional 
matters. 
Wills your charm and know-how, you could do 
wonders in promoting positive community.affairs. 
Get involved. 
Get your itinerary together for the summer months. 
There will be group activities to share, meetings 
toattend,etc. 
Jealous tendencies surface. A possessive attitude 
can only cause resentment. You could find your- 
self left high and dry. 
As with Libra, you must not take possession of 
another as yourexclusive property. Cut the ties • 
that bind. 
Get out there in the spring sul|shlne and get the 
physical self in top condition. The mind is respon- 
sive to good physical habits. 
Social life keeps you 6n the go. Bonds of;affection 
grow strong with one you meet. There'could be 
more serious developments. 
You'd do well to payattentio|| to add'ice from one 
higher tip. There's room for more smarts in that 
Aqt,arian brain. 
.Inspiration attd imagination go a long w.ay to as- 
sure the success of your promotional campaign. 
Yon have good selling points. 
, ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
. TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
, GEMINI 
May 21June20 
* CANCER 
June 2 Iduly 22 ' 
LEO 
. July 23-Aug.22 
* VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
.It 
LIBRA 
, • Sept.23-Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
* Ocf.23.Nov. 21 
* SAGI1TARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 2 ! 
'It 
CAi'RICORN 
. Dee,22-Jan. 19 
, AQUARIUS 
Jan, 20:Feb. 18 
* PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
BER T'S DELICATESSEN 
market research as well as 
by the bas ic  af f in i ty  o f  
these three communities. 
The new ministry has been 
given a number of specific 
tasks: -~ 
• to promote travel op, 
portunities available in 
B.C.; "' ' " . . . .  
• to encourage an in. 
crease in the, number of  
visits originating• from 
both outside and inside 
the province; 
• to encourage the 
development of the mo- 
tion picture industry in the 
province; 
WE HA VE.. 
...a large variety of 
meats, cheeses, European 
novelties, super 
sandwiches, fresh salads. 
We cater for large and 
small parties and picnics. 
¢Wt.M40 
4603 Park Ave. Terrace (across from the library) 
e to provide "programs 
..... tliat ~ • f~s!"~n :~ '~ pr6~ince, 
wide cultural, .recreation 
and herititge conservation 
areas . .  
Tag Day -On g ~ " ~ " 
'It." 
Saturday, May 2 
TERRACE --  Terrace. Elks and: RoYal Purple 
Lodges ask the public to support-them in rec- 
ognition of May as Speech and Hearing Month 
. .  
in Canada. 
*' Th is  very  wor thwhi le  fund  is helping young nob Greno (left) of Terrace had a chance to talk with the 
• Honorable Bill Reid, Minister of Tourism, Recreation and 
* people in various needs, all: Over the  count ry ,  Culture, following his announcement in Prince Rupert of the 
and providing Deaf Detection and Develop- new Mlnlstry's Marketing Plan for 1987/88. The Prince Rupert 
* merit programs for the earliest identification presentation was oneof manybeing held throughout the prey- 
Ince. Senior Ministry officials will meet with representatives of 
* of hearing impairment in children and the • B.C.'s toudsm, 'culture, sport, heritage and library organize- 
treatment o f  this handicap, which • in turn af- tions to outline all facets of the newly reorganized Ministry as 
, well as presenting tourism related strategies for the coming 
fects langUage and communication develop, year. 
, merit. 
: Historians to speak 
TERRACE - -  On May 5 by of the Terrace Regional 
from 7:30 p.m to 9 p.m. Museum Society and Vol- 
the Terrace Happy Gang unteer-Supervisor of 
Centre will be hosting Heritage Park. 
"Crosscut to Chainsaws", Wardrop is from Arm- 
a speaking tour featuring strong, B.C. He grad- 
Jim Wardrop and Bob ucated from the Uni- 
Griffin. versity of British Cohm- 
Historians Wa~'drop bia and then worked in 
and Griffin will discuss various sawmills, until he 
changes in the sawmill in- became involved with the 
* dustry since 1846 and will B.C. Provnicial Museum 
be answering any question in 1971. Wardrop will dis- 
that the audience may cuss the working condi- 
have concerning their lions between 1936 to 1950 
topic, when the chainsaw as in- 
Admission is free and troduced. 
:refreshments will be Bob Griffin also of the 
available during a half- B.C. Provincial Museum, 
time break, was born in Quesnel, B.C. J im Wardrop end Robert  Gdffln will be speak ing on the 
The event is sponsored and has achieved a B.A, changes of working conditions in the lumber Industry since 
by the Terrace Regional and a M.A .  f rom the Uni- 1846. The event is called "Crosscut to Chalnsaw8" and Is 
Museum Society and versity of  Victoria. sponsored by the Terrace Regional Museum Society. The 
everyone is welcome.  He  has pub l i shed  discussion will be held in the Happy Gang Centre on May 5 
"We'd  like to have a full numerous  art ic les on starting at 7:30 p.m. Admission Is free and everyone is 
house," said Mantle Ker. sawmills and logging, welcome. 
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Youth r yout_ against drinking driving 
~ ~ : ~  The Mel, especially youth involve- many and varied areas in- Mell0Yds have been tour- tendance of this premiere The  
ment in the prevention of 
drinking driving. Per- 
forming a cappeHa (with- 
out music) they have suc- 
ceeded, in a short period 
of time, in gaining an 
ever-growing reputation 
for upbeat, entertaining 
performances. 
Much acclaimed for 
their fine performance 
and style, the Melloyds are 
a quartet o rival the best 
in a cappela music, con- 
tinually pleasing diver- 
sified audiences wherever 
they sing. To datathe Mel- 
loyds ~ have perfbrmed in 
cluding television in Cana- 
,da and USA, radio and in- 
numerable live perfor- 
mances. The • Melloyds 
have the unique ability to 
entertain audiences of all 
descripti0iis, The Mel- 
Ioyds were a featured 
group at Expo 86 and per- 
formed for Prince Charles 
and Princess Diana when 
in Vancouver to open the 
World's Fair. 
The Melloyds are proud 
to be using their music to 
helpeducate teenagers 
against he dangers of 
drinking anddriving. The 
ing high schools and 
special community events 
talking and performing to 
young people ,about the 
Drinking Driving Count-, 
erattack Program. This 
group has been. brought 
'into Terracethrough t e 
generosity of local com- 
munity sponsors who are 
concerned about the safe- 
ty and security of our 
youth. 
CTTK AM59," Tilden 
RentA-Car and Northern 
Signs and Screen Prints 
along with the Terrace 
RCMP are making the dr- 
performance group possi- 
ble in Terrace. The: Mel- 
loyds plan an evening con- 
cert' in the I TEM Lee 
Theatre for Monday, May 
• 4 at 7:30p.m.: Cost for the 
concert is$5 ($6 at the 
door). The :price for t~s  
performance is being kept 
at a minimdm:to encour- 
age the whole community 
to enjoy Mell0yds. They 
are not a hard sell group 
who preach.ondrinking 
driving, rather, they:make 
learning about this pro- 
blem in society interesting 
and informative. 
loyds are coming! As part 
of the Spring Counterat, 
tack program, in the com- 
munity the RCMP have 
been lucky enough to be 
able to bring the Melloyds 
singing group to Terrace. 
bY Constable Ewen Harvie 
Crime Prevention 
Coordinator 
This Vancouver based 
group has been used for 
the past three years 
throughout Canada and 
the USA to promote com- 
munity involvement and 
not be missed: by any6ne 
who enjoys "good family 
entertainment and bYat- 
tending tlie concert you 
will be helping to support 
the Caledonia 'High 
School Counterattack 
Prevention Group. The 
whole Community benefits 
from this performancel 
Tickets are available from 
Sight and Sound in the 
Skeena Mall and at Cale- 
donia Senior Secondary 
School. 
WORD POWER - Imbibe: to 
absorb or drink. 
I 
LoLLer 
To the editor, 
We, the Friends and 
Family of Schizophrenics, 
(FOS), would like to invite 
all interested people to 
help us provide a warm 
and enthusiastic welcome 
to Dr. Norma Calder, who 
will be meeting with our 
support group on Mon- 
day, May 4 at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Education Room, of 
Mills Memorial HoSpital. 
This is a very special 
event because Dr. Calder 
and her physician -- hus- 
ing some members of their 
own family become::ill 
with • Schizophrenia. 
Therefore, Dr.Calder will 
be speaking from a per- 
sonal evel, as well as pro- 
fessional. Only those peo- 
• pie whose lo~,,ed ones have 
been afflicted by this dif- 
ficult medical disorder can 
truly know how. 
heartbreaking it is. 
Recently, I overheard a 
person remark: "No one 
is going to attend those 
monthly meetings unless 
they are personally involv- 
ed." Is this entirely true? 
In the past year and a half, 
band have had: the per- wehave had people come 
sonal misfortune of hay- .to the meetings, who are 
very socially aware,• care 
deeply about their fellow 
human beings, and strive 
to understand the problem 
of Schizophrenia. -These 
people have proved .to me 
that there are practical 
solutions, as well as com- 
munity services available, 
to assist the parents and 
patients concerned. 
The really important 
message here, is that if 
you have a friend, hus- 
band, wife, mother, sister, 
brother, son, or daughter, 
who has been diagnosed, 
we can help you. Help be- 
gins with self-education 
and meeting others in the 
same predicament. 
Facllltloe like Northwest Community College In Terrace provide the opportunity for residents to 
learn and practise the use of existing technological advances. The evolution of computers over 
the years has aided the efficiency of all types of businesses and industry. 
Communicating electronically 
%. 
TERRACE --  The North- 
west Community College 
Mobile Computer Centre 
recently conducted an 
Electronic Mail, Hands- 
on Workshop. 
by Daniele Berquist 
Instructors for the 
workshop were Rainer 
Giannelia and Karen 
Deakin. 
Giannelia said the 
workshop was very much 
in demand throughout the 
rest of the college region. 
As a special feature, par- 
ticipants of the seminar 
had the opportunity to 
send at least one letter 
through electronic mail 
which could be delivered 
to a relative or a friend 
anywhere in Nort.h Ameri- 
ca. The letters reached 
their destination the next 
day, added Giannelia. 
Deakin explained fur- 
ther the benefit of elec- 
tronic mail. "It's just 
great". What a person 
basically does is use their 
home or business corn- ~ 
puter to electronically 
send or store messages 
that would normally be 
sent over the telephone 
system verbally, or hard 
copy through the mail, 
etc....Deakin added the 
adyantage of the system is 
economical as well as 
prompt. 
Over the past year this 
same type of workshop 
has been offered on a con- 
tract training basis to 
businesses in the region. 
We're pleased to be able 
to offer the seminar to the 
general, public, in a joint 
venture.between the col, 
lege and B.C. Telephone 
Company. 
The Mobile Home 
Computer Centre has also 
offere~i workshops open 
to everyone on topics such 
as computer accounting, 
spreadsheeting, integrated 
software and the current 
electronic mall series. 
Over the past months, 
added Giannelia, the Cen- 
tre has attracted the atten- 
tion of a Vancouver Radio 
Station hot •line interview 
as well as some articles 
printed in the Globe and 
Mail. 
Another workshop is 
scheduled for tomorrow, 
Thursday, April 30,at the 
Terrace campus from 6 
p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Pre-registration is a 
must to be able to attend, 
said Deakin. 
. Let us show Dr. Calder 
the hospitality for which 
the north has always been 
known. 
Sylvia E. Johnson, 
Member of FOS, 
Support Group. 
LoLLer 
Thank you 
To the editor, 
On behalf of the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival 
committee, I would like to 
express our thanks to the 
many individuals and or- 
ganizations who helped to 
make this year's festival a 
success. 
Without the many 
hours of assistance do- 
nated by, willing volun- 
teers and the financial 
support of our business 
community, award donors 
and patrons, our task 
would be impossible. 
We are also very grate- 
ful to SchoolDistrict 88, 
the Pentecostal Church 
and Veritas School for 
their co-operation and 
assistance. 
A special thank-you 
goes to the many com- 
petitors, their parents and 
teachers for their efforts 
which resulted in enter- 
raining performances of 
such a high calibre and to 
the members of the com- 
munity who showed their 
support for these young 
performers by attending 
the various classes. 
Finally, thanks to you 
and your staff or your co- 
operation in helping us  
make the community a- 
ware of the events taking 
place at our festival. 
Diane Weismiller 
Terrace, B'.C. 
I I I  I 
Dance 
. Don't miss the Dia- 
mond Jubilee Costume 
Bali Saturday, May 2 at 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
School  audi tor ium.  
Tickets are available from 
Edith Gieselman at 
Paragon lnsuruce. Cost 
for the evening is $50 per 
cou.ple. 
J oo l le  Wa lker  was the overall winner in Original Poetry Corn :  
position for the Pacific Northwest Music Festival. Walker was 
presented with the Albert S. Wong Memorial Trophy for "The 
Butterfly". 
'Music Festival 
adjudicators 
recognize .talent 
TERRACE - -  The recent Pacific Northwest 
Music Fes t iva lhe ld  in Terrace resulted in 
many local participants receiving recognit ion 
for their performances in various categories of 
entertainment. 
Performers ranged in different age groups 
and were judged for their present and future 
ability to utilize their talents. 
Categories varied from prose to piano, to 
band performances, and participants .were 
chosen on a basis of either present quality or 
prospective studies to improve ,the already im- 
pressive sprouting talents of~beginners who 
plan to continue developing' their interests. 
Congratulations to all winners in the festival 
and good luck in future endeavors. ~ 
,.. " ~:~i':' "' L ' : .~ '~. . " , , , , " / . - : . .  • .:,~a,~. : ,~ 
Elbabeth SlWs successfully captured several awards In the re 
cent Pacific Northwest Music FasUval, lncludlng the Dr. B.L 
Phillips Award for Woodwind Solo, Sonlor and Open; the Ter- 
race Concert Society Award for an Instrumental Duet with 
Joanne Moody; and vadous other awards for her work with 
music, primadly In woodwinds. 81uys was chosen as provinc!al 
winner for the Intermediate Woodwind category. 
Sarah'Morgan, 12, received the highest mark for Lyric Spoken 
Poetry, Grades 4 to7, and Was presented .With the .C.P: .A.ir 
Trophy in the recent Pacific Northwest Muatc t-esuva| nelo m 
Terrace. ' " " 
AIk~e Sluye recently participated in the Nodhweat Music 
Festival and was chosen as the winner of the New 
Westminster Jazz Clinic Scholarship as outstanding student of 
• a Stage Band or Combo. Sluys also received the Kelth Tucker 
Award for her Rr~.~.~ ! '!1~. 
Over 450 
iPnart ,c, pate  
Pacific 
Northwest 
Music Festiv 
TERRACE --  Performers. 
from across the north 
gathered inTerrace during 
the month of April for the 
Pacific+ Northwest Music 
Festival. 
by Dulele lkrqu~t - 
Publicity person for the 
festival, Diane Weismiller, 
said there were over 490 
entries for this year's com- 
petition, and that every- 
thing went very smoothly. 
"We had people from Ha- 
zelton, Kitwanga, Prince 
Rupert, Kitimat and Smit- 
hers participate." Weis- 
miller added they were 
grateful to all organi- 
zations who made facil- 
ities available for the 
festival. 
Weismiller sa id the  
scholarship presentati6i~ 
had a better turnout han 
in previous years. In every 
competition, the talent 
was very good, she said. 
nThe adjucators were 
most impressed in the 
quality Of teaching and 
caliber of competition." 
WeismJller has been in- 
volved with  ~e 
Northwest Music 
for a number of 
first started out s 
unteer about ei~ 
ago, working on 
wards, committee 
ing various things for the 
festival". " 
As a publicity person, 
Weismiller is responsible 
for  getting in touch with 
• the media-and setting up 
interviews with local 
newspapers, radio stations 
including. CBC in Prince 
Rupert. Every i:lay., during 
the festival Weismiller was 
responsible for contacting 
the media for.the daily re- 
cords of the winners. 
Though it's a lot of 
work, Weismiller plans to 
return next year., "I've 
always felt the Pacific 
North'West Music_Festival 
is excellent fo~children to 
share their talent. I,ll be 
back next year," sheadd- 
ed. 
Weismiller is a librarian 
a t  Parkside Elementary 
School and has been a 
Terrace resident for the 
past 23..years. 
Robin McColl Trophy winner 
Tla McCollough achieved high enough marks in .the Lyric 
• Spoken Poetry, Kindergarten to Grade 3 division category, to 
win the Robin McColl Memorial Troph3~ during the Pacific 
NorthWest Music Festival, 
TmyaOe Review" Wednesday, April 29, 1987 19 
, ,  . . . 
• " " , : .  piano Star . . . 
Trenna Anderson, 13; was the recipient 'of the R. Lowrle Trophy 
for the highest mark In' Older Beginner Piano in th e recent: 
music festival. 
Vocal Solo winner 
Tina Hovenkamp, 16, won the Rlchard'e Cleaners Award of $50 
for receiving the highest mark for the 16 to 20-year-old age 
group in the Vocal Solo competition In the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival. Hovenkamp also captured the Lyehaug Vocal 
Award of $50 for a mark of over 85 in Music Theatre. 
Competitors 
from across the 
north participated, , r .  
w . 
r ~ 
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by Aadr~ l)akin, Terraee book reviewer 
Kay McKeever is probably best known to date for her 
two children's books, "Granny's Gang" and "A Fami- 
ly for Minerva", delightful images of her work with 
owls, both published by Owl Magazine. 
She and her husband Larry are:the founders and 
directors of the Owl Rehabilitation Research Founda- 
tion, a non-pr()fit center dedicated to ihe treatment and 
breeding of injured owls, a center supported by the 
Canadian branch of the World Wildlife Fund. The 
facility is now the home for 80 owls and receives for 
treatment over 100 owls a year, birds which have been 
injured in some way --  shot, trapped or poisoned. 
"A Dowry of Owls" (Lester and Orpen Dennys: 
$19.95) describes the work of the center in a lively and 
fascinating way. There is a great deal of technical detail 
about he day to day activities of the establishment and 
the needs of the birds, but it is anything but dry! 
Enlivening the text are stories of characters like Cricket, 
the owl who plays tag wi~ the cats, and Gr .ann. y of 
"Granny's Gang", who adopts any orphaned btrd tO 
come her way. The McKeeverretirement turned out to 
be anything but that, they were caught in a wild tread- 
mill of cage-building, worm collecting and owl succour- 
ing, but it is apparent from this enjoyable account that 
they would certainly not want to be doing anything else. 
Barbara-Griggs~has Written two books on alternative 
medicine,; "Green Pharmacy" and -The. Home 
Herbal". Her third booki "TheFood FaCtor- Why We 
MeWhat  We Eat" (Vikingi_.$19.95) is basically a 
history Of our knowledge of nutrition and how the 
organic food movement developed. She centers that 
historY on the lives of various people who Were con- 
cerned with the issue and worked tO improve the health 
of their fellows through the application of sound nutri- 
tion 
The science of nutrition is still in its eariyphases. In
the past, and now) it has been dogged with lack of vi- 
• sion, preju.dice and;almost uPerStitionsc0nde~atJo~ 
and exultations. It has also b~n dogged by the desire to 
"make a fast buck", i, ...... _ , , ,= .  
So the ~;tories of outstanding pioneers like Goldberger 
who did so much foj~the sufferers of pellagra, informed 
visionaries like Rachel- Carson and the firmswhich ave 
benefitted financially from our love affairwith cereals 
at breakfast allform a part • 0Lthis very interesting ac- 
count, Some of thesepeople who devoted their lives to 
• their theories on good nutrition are almost unknown. 
fL~odY Eve Balfour and her neighbor, Alice Debenham, 
r example; These two ladies donated their farms to a 
research ~t  where xperiments inorganic fertilization 
were Carried out  over a period of 30 years, i : ".,, . 
,Barbara~GriggS'; message is one Which is ~cu iar lv  
relevant today= Instead of simply treating ~p le :wh~ 
they fall sick, why do we not put mOre=/emphasis on 
helping them staywell; in this case through sound nutri- 
Mystery d adventure stories fo yo g re rs an r un  . . . .  
by Andrea l)eddn, Terrace book reviewer 
Sally Lockhart initially appeared in Philip Pullman's 
first novel for young adults, "The Ruby in the Smoke" 
(Oxford), an exciting Victorian thriller. 
Now it is three years later and 19-year-old Sally, a 
financial adviser, and Frederick Garland, a photog- 
rapher and now her partner, are once again drawn into 
mystery and adventure inthe sequel to the earlier novel. 
"The Shadow in the Place" (Oxford: $17.50) has a 
tightly woven and exciting plot which centers on the ac- 
tivities of Bellman, a businessman who has murdered 
his partner, an inventor, and stolen his invention• Now 
he is angling for the means to produce this invention 
and market it. The horror of the device, a steam driven 
machine-gun to be deployed from a railway carriage, 
has turned some of his employees against him, for it is 
obviously aweapon designed to be used by governments 
against heir own people. 
• There is a great deal in this novel - -  terrorism, 
blackmail, fraud, spiritualism, plus a host 'of convinc- 
ingly drawn characters who are integral to the pl6t and 
fast'mar'rag in their own right. Pullman alsoraises i sues 
which have a contemporary theme. Sally's brilliance 
with numbers and her difficulty in having her 
mathematical abilities recognized because of her sex; the 
subject of fraud, whether it be at the race track or the 
Stock Exchange; the meaning of loyalties, misplaced 
and sound• This is a notable novel, technically exact and 
interesting, complex but highly enjoyable. A third novel 
in the series• is on its way. 
To mark 10 years of publishing for children the 
Andersen Press has issued a collection of 13 stories by 
Hans Andersen illustrated by a slate of 13 artists from 
the Andersen lists - -  Tomie de Paola, Ruth Brown, 
Michael Foreman, Susan Varley, Janosch, David 
McKee, Tony Ross, Philippe Dupasquier, Jutta Ash, 
Ralph Steadman, Fuivio Testa, Inga Moore and Satoshi 
Kitamura -- an international collection of fine talent. 
The storiesi .: they" have chosen to 'dl.ustrat~ ~ n~ .... " 
familiar tales "like "The Constant Tin Soldier'(.'!and: 
unusual little kno~n pieces like "The Snowman". "~, 
Naomi LeWis,: who has written this new English ver- 
sion,,has prefaced the edition with a brief perceptivein, 
troduction to the collection. Her text has a directness 
and apparent siml)iicity Which suggests the Vigor of the 
storyteller. The illustrations, from De Paola's soft 
romantic olor, Ruth Brown's rich realism, Foreman's 
chilling color, to Janosch's witty emperor and Stead- 
man's bleak matchgirl have *each some comment to 
make on the text they have chosen• 
This is an attractive and unusual selection, one to ap- 
peal to collectors as well as children. The illustrators' 
royalties for this edition have been donated to Save the 
Children Fund. 
(The Flying Trunk ~iid other stories from Andersen: 
Naomi Lewis: Methuen: $19.95.) 
N ew .... boo  ks: atl wome n's cent re 
BREAD AND ROSES 
TERRACE "One of the services offered by the Ter- 
race Women's Resource Centre is a small ibrary at 4542 
Park Avenue. 
It includes books on many subjects pertinent o 
women which may be borrowed free for up to a month 
at a time. Here are thumbnail sketches of the library's 
most recent acquisitions. 
Drop by and browse for other interesting titles. The 
centre is open noon to 4 p.m. weekdays. 
MARKETING YOURSELF: THE CATALYST GUIDE 
TO SUCCESSFUL RESUME AND INTERVIEWS 
By the Catalyst Staff, a Bantam Book. Advice on 
negotiating a salary, appropriate dress and body 
language, knowing your skills, knowing your employer 
and the industry, determining realistic job goals, 
fielding tough and inappropriate interview questions. 
"Know yourself, be yourself, sell yourself!" 
SPEAKING UP - -  A BOOK FOR EVERY WOMAN 
WHO WANTS TO SPEAK EFFECTIVELY 
By Janet Stone and Jane Bachner, McGraw-Hill. 
Designed to help you project self-confidence, liminate 
unconscious apology, cope with put-downs, interrup- 
tions and hostile questions, say what you mean and 
sound like you mean it -- and more! 
HOW TO BE AN ASSERTIVE (NOT AGGRESSIVE) 
WOMAN, A TOTAL GUIDE 
TO SELF-ASSERTIVENESS 
By Jean Ball, a signet book. Assertiveness training 
and why women in particular need it; spotting your own 
assertive blocks; setting and achieving goals, handling 
criticism and anger; assertion and children, and asser- 
tiveness at work. 
WOMEN & SELF.ESTEEM --  
UNDERSTANDING THE WAY 
WE THINK ABOUT OURSELVES 
By Linda Tschirhart Sanford and Mary Ellen 
Donovan. How to combat he distressing effects of low 
self-esteem, to feel secure about our looks and bodies, 
to learn to believe that we can succeed. Chapters on 
home situations and shaping of self-attitudes, ex- 
periences in the wider world (schooling, church, 
workplace), and more -- including exercises. 
DAUGHTERS & SONS - -  EXPERIENCES 
OF NON-SEXIST CHILD RAISING 
By JuneStatham, a Blackwell book• "Some stereo. 
types are difficult to shift, whether for psychological, 
social or economic reasons. Toys, books and television 
have to be carefully handled.., sharing housework, child 
care and paid work can influence children'S views, but 
the expectations of school and the outside world can be 
more difficult to deal with." 
STEP-FAMILIES -- MAKING THEM WORK 
By Erna Paris, Avon. Practical answers to questions 
like: How do you avoid jealousies among the step-chil- 
dren in your blended family? Are you an intruder in the 
eyes of your spouse's children? What happens if you 
just don,t like the step-children, or your role as step- 
parent? Where do you turn for help in settling conflicts?• 
How do you discipline step-children without causing 
resentment? 
ENEMIES OF CHOICE - -  THE RIGHT TO LIFE f 
MOVEMENT AND ITS THREAT TO ABORTION 
By Andrew Merton, Beacon Press. "Anyone who is 
concerned with women's rights and basic civil liberties 
will find that it is "must" reading for the 80's" -- 
author Barbara Ehrenreich. A journalist takes the 
wraps off the true story of the people and politics 
behind this movement --  from firsthand information 
and interviews. 
BUILDING UNITED JUDGEMENT -- A HANDBOOK 
FOR CONSENSUS DECISION.MAKING 
From the Center for Conflict Resolution, Wisconsin. 
(This book was recommended bythe Popular Education 
Trainer Collective of Courtenay). 
Why' and when to use consensus, step-by-step ro- 
cess, attitudes that hinder or support consensus, your 
contribution to the process, what to do when agreement 
cannot be reached, how to structure your meetings, how 
to facilitate meetings, how to build your group, working 
with emotions, howto deal with common problems en- 
countered when working with consensus. 
FROM BOREDOM TO BURNOUT - -  A 
MANUAL ON VOLUNTEERISM 
By Lois McConkey, Vancouver. A very practical 
book on recruitment of volunteers, training, clarifying 
roles, communicating with your volunteers, brainstorm- 
ing, evaluating, etc. 
TURNABOUT --  NEW HELP FOR ' 
THE WOMAN ALCOHOLIC 
By Jean Kirkpatrick (founder of Women for Sobrie- 
ty, Inc). ,'I am a thinking, competent woman, responsi- 
ble for myself and my sisters." The result of women's 
new awareness of self developed through the feminist 
movement. •Prior to the Turnabout Women for Sobriety 
organization, i t  was presumed that Alcohohcs 
Anonymous was suited to all alcoholics, male and 
female.., but the AA program does not necessarily meet 
everyone's needs, especially women's. This book pro, 
vides something more. 
HYSTERECTOMY, LEARNING THE FACTS, 
COPING WITH THE FEELINGS, 
FACING THE FUTURE 
By Wanda Wigfall-Williams, Michael Kesend 
Publishing. This book helps with choosing the proper 
physician, dealing with the hospital experience, 
understanding the need to mourn, hormonal therapy, 
exercise and nutrition. 
ALTERNATIVES . -  NEW DEVELOPMENTS 
• IN THE WAR ON BREAST CANCER 
By Rose Kushner, Warner books. Who is more likely 
to get breast cancer and why? How do you find the best 
doctor for you? What tests and examinations should 
you expect? What arethe newest, safest and easiest 
methods of breast reconstruction? 
PORTRAIT OF AN ANOREXIC --  
A MOTHER AND DAUGHTER'S STORY , 
"By Maureen Ardell and Corry-Anne Ardell. The story 
of a teenager's struggle to overcome her illness, her 
gradual willingness to eat again and become a normal 
teenager, and of her mother's feelings-of guilt, 
helplessness and grief as she deals with her daughter's ill- 
ness. 
Terrace coming events 
Interested In helping Ihe Scout= or Girl Guides, or the 
community? Short on time, but still Interested? The B.P. 
Guild will help you help, without necessarily filling your 
calendar. If you don't have the time to become a Scouting 
leader, you can still help Scouts through the Guild, or If 
you wished you had gone Into Scouting, the Guild can get 
you helping with Scouting events. For more Information, 
contact Finn Larsen at 638.1377. 
I I 
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Happy 40th. 
Birthday 
L INDA! .  
. . . . . . .  
I.ookleg for Bob Ledd or 
anyone knowing the where- 
,,bouts of Bob I.add, please 
c l l  Guy at (403) 381-1913 col- 
lectregardlng an urgent family 
matter.: 5/13p 
All Ineed to be 
Happy in! i fe,  are the 
.. BEAR necessities! 
81For Sale Misc,. 
dllmreet, would like male com- 
House Trailers . . . . . . .  . . .  32 
Legal notices . . . . . . . . . . . . .  35 
Livestock . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :. : 16 
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Misc. for sale . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 
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Notices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3 
Obituaries . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  5 
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Volunteer . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  14 
Business . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t2  
Employment . . . . . . . . . . . .  11 
Personal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
B lese ln ,  Jan is  Lou ise  of  
Pets . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  16 
Properly . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  33 
Real Estate .~ ... '. : ,  ...... 33 
Recreational Vehickls ,,.. 29 
Rentals . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  19 
Room&Board. . . . . . . . . . . .  19. 
Sales (Garage, Yard) . . . . . . .  17 
Snowmobiles...,... . . . .  . . .  26 
Thank-you notes . . . .  . . . . . . . .  6 
Trucks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  26 
VolunieerOpportunltles i . . .  14 
Wanted Misc... : . . .  . . . . . . .  9 
Wanted to Rent . . . . . . . . . . .  18 
Work Wanted . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15 
Yard Sales. : . . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  17 
Nmond coloured stove.' Very 
Castlegar. Passed away April good condition, reasonably 
ml l ' l i vm ~ I! t;m,lqiit:m~ ~ 4 1 1  h .pXil]t~m~mn 
Mult i  f l~ iy  garage mile on 
May 2, 1987 at 2291 Spruce 
Street In Terrace from 9 a.m. to 
11 a.m. 4/29p 
ESTATE SALE  
Contents of residence 
located at 60 Braun 
Street, Kitimat will be 
sold 
Saturday, May 9.1987 
9 a,m. - 1 p.m. 
NO EARLY  B IRDS 
Inventory Information 
Contact Cleo Laxton 
638-1691 
(by Public Trustee) ~ 
I 
One bwutlful hand.crafted 
Optimist sailing pram. Askino 
$6,50. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
1974 24.1L Relnell boat. 225 
OMC f reshwater cooled 
motor, cemplete rebuild, 80 
houm. Rebuilt leg, new prop. 
AIsc:included dingy with a 9.5 
h.p. motor. V.H.F. and C.B. 
radio, hard top, heater and 
• head. Sleeps 5.  ,$10 ,000.  
Phone 635.4809. 4129p 
22.ft. Msdnu built riverboat. 
Tunnel, ralaed transom, stand- 
up console with gaug .as. view 
behind 4919 Lazella. Asking 
$2,500. Phone635-9802. 4/29p 
16.ft. t~ lsu  deep V. hull 
for lake or ocean. In'excellent 
condition. With 3-section con- 
vertable top, folding sleeper 
1981 Cor~ltte 350,~4.speed, 
white on black, fully loaded, 
new rubber, 84,000 kin, stored 
winters. In excellsnt condltlofi. 
$17,700 OBO. Phone 635-5102. 
fiRp 
lg91 Isuzu Bellst. Running 
cond i t ion .  $100. .Phone  
63~1977.  
' :~0" Ch~ C i~ l~/  4.door 
hatch ba~k, 6 cylinder,; low 
mileage. $2,000 OBO. Phone 
835.5719. : 5/8p 
lg91 Ponlleo .Pholmlx 2.door 
coupe, 4 ¢yllnder, standard 
transmlsslon. New radlala. 
$2,700OBO. Phone 635-5719. 
5/6p 
It. The wallet Is of sentimental 
value and-was lost on Davis 
Avenue. Please phone 
635-9832 and ask for Jimmy. 
' : ! ' : ' : : !  .... ": : . " " " : t fnnc  
25, age 38. Funeral Services priced. Phone635-7719 after5 8eats, compass,  55 h p .. 
will be held on Wednesday, p.m., anytime on weekends. Evlnrude electric start, gas 1968 Klmworth gravel truck. 
April 29 at 2 pm at Castlegar • 4129p For nm~ or lease, 1800 eq. ft. tanks. Complete with Road Comes with 16.ft. Nabannl 
United Church, Rev.. Ted ~ ~ ~ -  shop or store space on Gralg 635.5486. ' 6113p Ford F-350 Ranger XLT 1-ton Brlstow officiating. Crema- Runner trailer. $3,500. Phone and new deck and hoist. 1982 
tlon. In lieu of flowers, dona- Ave. Fenced storage area and 
tlons may be .made to HOPE parking. Ph. 635-2655. fl0e " ' dual pickup. 1976 Chevrolet 
the cancer help centre, 2657 ~ - " - ' ~  Mallbu Classic - running con- 
York Ave., Vancouver, V6K dltlon. Phone 638.5969. 5/6¢ 
1E6. Flower arrangements Biibylltter wanted for 2.year. FOR LEASE' On~ 1250 Mui! l l l th  printing 1985 Ford F-150 2wd, 60,000 
under direction of Castlegar old girl in her home In horse- Store Front/ press with chain delivery and km, on  0,000 km wawwlty. 
Funeral Chapel. . shoe area. Must have ref- 
• • erencas and own transports. Warehouse spray. Priced to sell. Phone New shocks, new tlrss. Ex- 
tlon, Hours vary. Phone Llght lndustds l  635-78401 tfnp cellent condition. Asking 
" $6,500 OBO. Phone 638-8628. 638-1730. . :  :" 4129p A 1,800 sq. ft. unit with 5/6p 
Loll: Iz mn wallet with four O i l i l y  for a semi'retired store front, •overhead 
dollars and a library card In It. or retired person or'couple In door in back, gas heat, 
The library card has the name Terrace. Two-bedroom apart, washroom and some 1978 B210 Datsun, 2.door, i ~  : 
Jimmy Morgan on the back of ment with closed In oaraoe finish in front, automatic, very good running 
dltlon. Phone635-5969. 5/6¢ 
km, on 80,000 km warranty. 
garage 
available In exchange for of- A 951 sq. ft. unit with a condition. Asking $900 OBO. Thb channing home on a 
flcedutlesandchecklngprop- 14' x 14' door, gas heat Phone 635-6479 before 3 p_m. large lot o n Brau n St. has 
Lo~t: b i :k  nylon knapsack 
with correspondence books 
Inside, In the Skeena Mall on 
April 16. Phone 635"4602" 6 o5 /n  
Lost: ladles' gold watch, 
~cltlzen, downtown Terrace 
area, over Easter weekend. 
Phone 635-9004. 516nc 
Bud clocks made from yellow 
c~:lar and other wood, and 
crocheted afghan8. Phone 
635.4034 or view at 4611 Lcen 
Ave., Terrace. 5113p 
Home manure, $25 pick-up 
load. We load. Two 100 gallon 
erty. Must have had ex- 
perience with off ice pro- 
cedures and  be ;  people 
oriented. Please send resume 
to File 1, o/o Terrace Review, 
4535 Grelg Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
• V8G 1M7 . . . .  4/29p 
Babysitter nseded in Thomhlll 
before May 3. Must be mature,• 
experienced, willing to sit 2 
• boys. ages 3 years and 6 
months in my home5 days a 
week from 7:30 a.m, to 6 p.m. 
Must have own transportation 
and references are required. 
Inquire at 23-3319 Kofoed 
Ddve. 516p 
and a washroom. 
Located: at:  corners of 
Keith Ave., Kenney St. & 
Pohle Ave. 
i, 635-7459 Un¢ 
For lesu  or rent: lbodyshop 
with .spray booth end air com. 
presser. Approx. 1500 sq. ft., 
large parking area. days 
635-2655or eves. 798-2528t.fn c 
5/6p 
.... Wanted  * 
Experienced Paste Up and LayoutPerson 
required for Newspaper work. Must be 
experience d in typesetting and able to work 
1977 Corvette, loaded, clean, 
straight accident free car, no 
winter, excellent condition. 
$10,500 OBO. Phone 627-1114 
In Prince Rupert. 516p 
1978 Honda Civic station 
wagon• Good condition, new 
tires, needs a new muffler. 
 1.750 o.o. Phone 
5/8p 
1,150 sq. ft. heated by natural 
gas fired hot water, 3 
bedrooms with 2 baths, 2. 
natural stone flreplanbs and a 
separate garage on a large lot, 
Is ave,able for $59,500. To 
vlew thls home, please call 
Milt at 635-6802. 516p 
3.bedroem bungslow In home. 
shoe area. Carped, large sun- 
ny back yard, close to schools. 
Asking $57,900. No agents. 
Phone 635-5163. 4/29p 
Hall and cstedng facilities for ~. 
up to :300 people Phone 
=o= , , ,~ ,  s . . .  , . .4k . . . ' , . s . . - - .  I ~ Sand • Aggregate i 
v.~,-.,,,, ,v, .u, mm ,,,v,,,,," I Lot Clearing • eL aderWork a ~n~v~ P]'nwinn : -' " . . . .  I O[ ~Jtearmg  Lo o  wor  e 5 ow lowing L 
uon, ~,zuc I TRUCk Na: . . . . . . . . .  " 
SEPTIC SYSTEMS 
Ken,s Trucking Ltd. 
Phone 655-7519 
P.O. Box 1007 
TERRACE, B.C. 1 
KENSIMONS:  
plmlonshlp. Write to File No. fuel tank8 with stands• Phone II we. .b^_. j _  ~,_, . . . . . . . . .  II I Owner I 
2 ,¢ /o  Terrace Review, 4535 P,-~Lr,.R988 41Pfln il u~uHUU, outc ry  negouaDle.  I-or an I 
VSGIM7.Grelg Ave., Terrace, 8110pB'C" - - -  - ' - - "  I appointment for Interview phone Mark ~ | .;:.:.:`:.:...~.`.~.~.~.~.~:.:;:.:;:;.;:;:.:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::~:.:.:.~::~:.;:~::~:;:.:......;:.~...;:;:;:.:;~..~:.:.:;:;:;:`:. .... 
at :;: .... " ' " "  ' " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .:.. 
I e3s.T84o I THE COA Naumi¢ wood,oll comblna- . :::: - " "":~i tlon fumsce, dual blowers, :::: CHMAN i:i: 
stainless steel firebox Very | between 8"30 a m and 5"00 n ' I :::: ,, !:i: • z • • .  . r .m. • ... :::: 
good condition. 011 tank In . . . . . . . . . .  ::. - :.: 
, . ,  , , , ,  ,, , , ,  . APARTMENTS . .  KIIIIm Family Day Cam has cluded. Asking $650. Phone . . . .  --  - - .. . . . . . . . .  . :  ::!: " , !~:. 
• : ~ ~ nouse In uIO .': : 635-8688 after 5.30 p.m. : ::' '.:" 
openings. Fenced yard, pets 5/20n 15 Work Wanted Remo.$2501mo. Fddge, stove, ..:: 1 & 2 bedroom apar tments  :!:i 
and toys. Ages newbown to 12 " ~ elsctrlo heat, wood stove :i:: . • '..:;i 
years. Full-time, part-time or ~_e~,,~,~,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,o,~o,,,4 Going ml holidays? Holiday wuher, dryarhookup, drapesl ~:i available on the  bench  in  Ter race .  !~i! 
drop-In available. Phone . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ " "  ca  t '.'. • " ...: 
rmrllnt~r~mhlnmflnn t'~wemtnr, f Home & Pet Care can provide rpe., screen porch, garage, ":" Clean_ affordable suites to suit all ;.. 638.8429 or 638-8398. tfnc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  ,- r "' " , ::. t,,,~ A,,,, ,,,,=,,,N,o,,h,-,,,,,,,~ a competent, reliable person ga can, no pels. Phone .::: .. . .. , . . . .  ;.. 
;~,"; . '~L'~"~,: '" '~_~'A"-~"" to look after_ th ings.  635-6457. 4/29p i::. ( InC luo lng  TalTI I I leS). i'i: 
. . . .  References available on re- ,. - ... . . . . .  ~: 
leeeona. Phone 635-5507. 5/6p 4/zup quest Call Llanne at 638-1418 -- !:i: TO ¥ IEW PLEASE CALL  i~i 
' 5/13p FOR RENT :i: i 
Kin9 size waterbed, complete ~ , 9 J, , l~ ,m.  mntL : i:i'. ~ ~ .  t ,~  1 ~ :::: 
with headboard and  side r.xpmlen¢~q wanrese nasas , . - , - - - . . . . :~- - - . - - r  . . . .  iiii VQ,  J ' Ib)' Q,,P~JVJL~,2r TFN ~i': 
table" 23 channel CB Ph Job, any shift New In town Launory rac,nise .~.: :.:.;.;.;.; ;.;.;.;.;.;.;...;.................;......., :'. . . . . . .  . .  .: ._ , . one __ _ . . . .  - -  . . . .  . ' " - I - -n las " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " "  ............... ":"":':':':':'":':"'"":':':':':":":':':':';" 
7uu-2209after6p.m. 5/6p I . 'nonet~uu.  ~zup * ~k~ from downtown . . . .  : : 
• * Rents start at $290 . , ~ . ' 
TR29NH8 Video Recorder, ~ • References mnulred 
RCA model. $250 obo. Phone ~ m, , , , , , .~v ~, i ' r .~a  l ~ ., I ~ l 
635"2380. tfnp r,,.,----: . . . .  l I I I 
I I  
Classified Ads: deadlineis Friday, 4:00 p.m. 
As a public service the Ter race  Rev iew will print free of 'charge any ad offeringto sh,a, re something w!th the 
community (e.g.., rides, child care, free items). In addition, there wll|be no charge for Lost and Found or for 
so8 placed by individuals seeking work. . 
Rates: Non display, per Issue; $2•00 for 30 words or less, additional words 5teach.  
$4.00 per column Inch. • • Dl lp l sy -  per Issue; 
: ~; .We reserve the right to classify, edit or refuse any advertisement. 
• I Terms.Payment with order unless otherwise arranged. 
: : :  r 
SKEENA TRUSSES 
4823 Lazelle Avenue, •Terrace B.C., V8G 1T5 
I ~ I I I I I  i i i I I 
CALL  US  FOR FREE EST IMATES!  
635-7307 
. '  ROOF AND FLOOR TRUSSES 
." PRE-FABRIcATED HOMES 
~ PRE-FABRIcATED GARAGE 
AND STORAGE SHEDS 
i ' i  
i~-: ,  
, ,=  • • 
• :t ¸  . i" '~ " 
l 
i I 
+.  ~ 
II 
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Province of 
British Columbia 
t 
Ministry of 
Forests. 
• • . , . 
NOTICE 
OF FEDERAL/PROVINCiAl CONTRACT 
PROJECTS TO BE FINANCED BY 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA • CANADIAN 
FORESTRY SERVICE AND THE BRITISH 
COLUMBIA FOREST SERVICE UNOER THE 
FOREST RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
AGREEMENT (FORA), 
Sealed lenders fo[ the following Silviculture 
Contracts will be received by the District 
Manager, B,C. Forest Service, 310-4722 
Lakelse AVenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1R6. 
• Juvenge Spacing C~.tracls: 
STG7R05-OI1 14.4 ha. 
Deceptlori Creek 
ST87RO5-Ot2 24.5 ha, 
Little Wedeena 
STB?RO5:013 13.0 ha. 
Littl e W~eene 
. ST87RO5-014 8.2 ha, 
Deep Creek 
ST87R05.017 16.7 ha, 
- Iro, Mounlaln 
STB7RO5-018 33,5 ha, 
Cecil Creek 
STBTR05-019 23.5 ha. 
• Nalbeclah Creek 
• ST87R05-020 !1,4 ha. 
N. Humphrey Creek 
Brushing and Weeding Contracts: 
STG7RO5-021 16.4 ha.' 
Decepllon Creek 
ST87R05*022 5.7 ha. 
Decepllon Creek 
NOTE: Particulars available from" the 
Terrace District Office, 
VIEWING: For the Contract. prior to 
submitting bids, is MANDATORY. Viewing 
date Is May 13& 14. 1987 leaving the 
Terrace District Office at 08:30 a.m. 
Tenders MUST ha submitted on the forms 
and in the envelopes provided. 
DEADLINE: For receipt of tenders Is May 
25, 1987 at 1:30 p,m. 
The work will be administered by the B,C. 
Forest Service. 4/29c 
. i  
Province of ~ British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Attorney General 
NOTICE 
TO CREDITORS 
Estates of the deceased: 
LOADER: George 
Lale of c/o 
Skeena View Lodge. 
4011 Sparks Street, 
Terrace. B.C. 
VETLESEN: Olaf, 
A.K.A., Olaf Veiileson• 
Olaf Vellesen and 
Olaf Bjorklld, clo 
Skeena View Lodge, 
4011 Sparks St., 
Terrace, B,C. 
Credllors and others having claims against 
the said eslate(s}, are hereby required to 
send them duly verified to the: 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 
800 Hornby Street. 
Vancouver, B.C., V6Z 2E5. 
before May 27• 1987 after which date.the 
assets or the said eslalets) will be 
distributed, having regard only to claims 
that have been received. 
S.C. Rumeey 
Public Trustee 5/6c 
• • ,  . . • . . .  
I 
SKEENA 
CELLULOSE 
SKEENA 
CELLULOSE INC. 
TFL NO. 1 
Sealed tenders will be 
received by Skeena 
Cellulose Inc~, Terrace 
Operations no later than 
2:00 p.m. May 15, 1987, for 
a manual brushing and 
weeding/spacing contract" 
of approximately 68 
hectares. Location: Nass 
Valley, 120 km north of 
Terrace. 
Viewing of the site is 
mandatory, viewing date: 
May 8, 1987 leaving from 
Skeena Cellulose's 
Terrace Office at 8:00 a.m. 
rsharp, Contractors must 
supply their• own transpor- 
tation. 
Details can be obtained 
from Greg Antosz, Skeena 
Cellulose Inc., Terrace 
Operations, Box 3000, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C6, 
(838-3179). 
The •lbwest: or any tender 
will: not necessarily be 
accepted. 
4/29c 
® B.OHydro 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Mechanical reclcerlng, circuit 51.63. 
between Terrace and Smlthere. 
Reference: 07-3103 
Closing Date: 13 May 87 
Slashing and herbicide application 
between Terrace end Houston. 
Reference: 07.5058 
Closing Date: 15 May 87 
S luh lng and herbicide application 
between Terrace and Kiteault. 
Reference: O7-5120 
Closing Date: 15 May 87 
Slashing and herbicide . application 
between Terrace and Klteault. 
Reference: 07-5121 
Closing Date: 15.May 87 
Slashing and herbl©lde application 
between Terrace and Kitgault. 
Reference: 07-5122 
Closing Date: 15 May 87 
Herbicide appllcstl0n between 
Terrace and Prince Rupert. 
Reference: 07.5091 
Closing Date: 19 May 87 
Slashing and herbicide application 
between Terrace and Prince Rupert 
Reference: O7-3135 
Closing Date: 13 May 87 
Slashing and herbicide application 
between Terrace and Kltlmat. 
.Reference: 07-5108 
Closing Date: 19 May 87 
Details from S.C. Hydro Purchas- 
Ing Agent, "1265 Howe St., Suite 
200, Vancouver, B.C. VBZ 2G8; 
663-2577 or  663-2560. Sealed 
tenders marked with reference 
number received In Room 226, at 
address above until 11:00 s.m. on 
closing dates. 
B.C. Hydro 
CAiiT :It 
TR U s-T MOR E LEASE 
'873/44 GMC xT°n 4 " I  '87 FIREBIRD I Loaded T- oof '87 F.150 4 FORD x 4
* 284.5i me. * 295.02 me. ' 249.60 me. 
TP $13,656.48 . TP $14,160.96 TP $11,980.80 
'87 GMC 
s-15 
Plck.Up 
*.168.97 me. 
TP $8,110.56, 
'87 HONDA | '87  PONTIAC 
Civic !> Grand Prix 
Hatch-Back P.W. - Stereo• 
* 169.01 * 255.03• 
TP $8;112.46 - .TP $12,241.44 
'87 NISSAN 
4x4 
Pick-Up 
* 262.19mo. 
TP $12,585..12 
T , . 
'87 (!MC '87 NlSSAN 
Van 1 Pulsar 
* 226.46 me. i Loaded 
TP =10,870.08 | : * 273.47 me. 
• J i  TP $13,1.28.56 
FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN B.C. 
30 Minute Credit O.K. 
Al l  Makes Available 
Call ED BLACK 
Collect 875-9272 
* ($1,000 Cap, Cost Reduction) 
town SMITHEr s 
WORKS FOREMAN 
• The Town of Smithers Invites applications for the position: 
• of Works Foreman. 
Th!s position is responsible for the direction of a 12-20 
person work force in the operatlonand maintenance of all 
municipal, services, including the water and sanitary 
sewer utilities, streets, parks and solid waste collection. 
The position requites strong inter-personal and manage- 
ment skills. Level II certiflc=/tion i  water distribution and 
waste water collection is desirable. 
The salary for this position is $3,275 a month with a 
generous benefit package. 
Interested applicants should submit a full resume outlin- 
ing .education, experience and supplementary•qualifica. 
tlons by 4:30 p.m., May 15, 1987. 
A. De EIIIon, Director of Eng. & Works 847-3251 
Town of Smlthers, P.O. Box 878, Smlthers, B.C. 
"1  
'C - t - - r~ e ,  - -•  • 
(' " w ..... :'~ ...... • are now tilting applications! " 1 • 
Spacious i quiet suites at the comer of Wsleh/Kenney. 
• fridge, stove, drapes, wlw carpet, double sink 
• free parking . . 
• walking distance to Skeena Mail and bus stop 
• near schools,: theatre, store & recreation ground 
• security system and on.site management 
• references required 
Come for evlew. You'll enjoy our 
residence In an excellent location. 
" - - -  Call Elaine - -  638.1748 
~j ,~ 4934 Davis Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
, , , "Best  in  Town"  , 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
One bedroom S ~ : =  i:p~r~ ! 
• from Idt,~-~,,Wmonthl 
,,- Attractive, spacious, with 
storageroom 
v, Colored appliances and fixtures 
,~ Beautiful cupboards, double 
stainless sinks 
,,, Large balconies with screened 
patio doors 
,,,. Laundry facilities 
• Phone 635-5968 (References required) 
. V mont  j
,,, Security enter-phones and 
deadbolts 
,,, Fully draped and co.ordinated to 
wall-to-wall carpets 
,, Six-channel satellite TV 
,,, Racquet courts 
~- Ample parking 
421nc 
Ron Sunk, Evangelist, to meet withTerrace residents May 5-10. 
Evangelist to 
speak locally 
The Zion Baptist 
Church has invited Ron 
Susek, an international 
evangelist, o speak at the 
~M Lee.Theater on May 
5 - 10. 
The meeting times will 
be 7' p.m~ - 
Susek is an ordained 
Northein American Bap- 
tist minister. He grad. 
uated from Washington 
Bible College in 1970 with 
a Bachelor of Arts degree 
in Biblical Studies. 
Susek's organization, 
Continental Christian 
Crusades Inc., was born in 
1968 following a major 
city-wide crusade in New 
Kensington, Pennsyl-  
vania. 
The purpose of  Con- 
tinental Christian. Cru- 
sades Inc. is to build up 
and expand the • body of 
Christ by offering exten- 
sive help to local churches 
in the areas of spiritual 
awakening and evangelis- 
continent. He focuses on 
the need for a spiritual 
breakthrough to come to 
North America. 
His crusades have also-., 
.taken him outside the 
United. States to South 
Africa, India, and the 
West Indies. 
Recngni~'.'ng a-need, to_ 
equip ministers for the 
purpose of evangelism; 
Ron is currently conduc- 
ting a number of pastors 
conferences in var ious  
.cities iaqross North 
America. " 
Susek is married to the 
sacred recording artist, 
Diane Susek. They Hve in 
York, Pennsylvania. He is 
an active member Of Get- 
tysburg Baptist Church. 
Many churches in Ter- 
race have placed their sup- 
port behind this crusade 
and the committee in 
~ charge of the Crusade is 
made up of Christiam 
tic organization, from the Alliance, Evan- 
Susek .speaks in cru- geHcai Free, Pentecostal, 
sades, B.tble conferences Christian .Reformed and 
and seminars across the Zion Baptmt Churches, : 
Terrace coming events 
Terrace Ch i ld ren 's  Fest ival  Organ iz ing  
Meeting Wednesday May 6th, 7 pro. For more 
information phone Elizabeth 635-3487 or Lori 
635-9533. 
. . . . . .  I I 
Chairman 
- . - . :  Police 
WCB health and safety 
standards in northwest 
logging camps have sur- 
faced in Terrace recently, 
but Nielsen said the WCB 
is in the same position as 
the RCMP regarding en- 
forcement of standards. 
"We can't have an in- 
specter with every worker 
on every site, but we re- 
spond to complaints when 
we're able to," he said. 
F.N.A.C. 
TERRACE-  Terrace 
RCMP arrested three men 
on the afternoon of April 
25 following reports of a 
break, enter and theft at 
Kitsumklaum Mountain 
ski lodge. Skis, goggles 
and gloves the suspects 
had in their possession 
matched descriptions of 
property stolen. They will 
appear in Terrace Provin- 
cial Court June 5. 
JACQUIE & JAKE TERPSTRA 
FREEDOM FROM NICOTINE ADDICTION CENTRE 
a Stop Smoking Now 
• Quit without Cravings 
• No Weight Gain 3987 Kerby Street 
• 5 Days GUARANTEED Terrace, B.C., V8G 4H7 
• No Tapes - No Hypnosis (klS-MM thlm 
I I I I I  I i i i  i 
\ ' 
% . . 
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;!!New : 
. • .- .  
chemical addiction prob- 
leni, and the sameaverage 
applies to the workplace. 
Jeff Talbot said about five 
i~rcent 'of his caseload as 
-a e0unsellorin Kitimat in- 
yolves employee assistance 
program referrals from 
employers, but he said the 
/ i~ercentage-should be 
inuCh higher. Talbot at= 
tributed the low referral 
rote:to what he described 
as a ,'funnel effect".- 
~In. the: workplace, he 
said, there are people who 
use.drngs and alcohol, 
who then develop a prob, 
lem •which eventually 
i'eaches the stage of being 
a :  p rob lem that , s  
not i ceab le - to  ••other 
workers, and progresses 
further until it's identified 
by the employer. 
Talbot said the most ef- 
fective employee assis- 
tance programs are those 
witha very rigid structure, 
, oftentaking the form of a 
contracL :.The contract 
specifies what is expected 
of=the, employee and the 
OrnSequences offollowing 
. breaching the terms of 
the contract. 
"We 've  . found the. 
threat of loss of income or 
employment o be .the 
strongest motivator for 
~ccess, stronger than .the 
de~-uetion of family, loss 
of:health, and alienation 
• Of friends,'" Talbot. said. 
He  defined the conditions 
:o f  success as' continued 
i cmlilo]Mient, dealing with 
the, ~ abtm~e problem and 
positive changes in the 
lifestyle. 
, The success rate of for- 
mally structured employee 
assistance programs is 
ab0ut'45 percent, Talbot 
said, icompared to 16 per- 
cent for those not.involv= 
ing a contract. The failure 
rate fo r employers with no 
L " ; " " 
• . .  ",  
employee  
, . , , - ,  . . . . . .  >, - . . /  ::.:: - : . 
" " ~ , . .  . . .  ' : k '~  .,. . . . . .  : .  , ~ ,  . " 
said, is I{~ 
ffhe prog/am dev.e!oped I~ well: r Murmursi ofias- 
by Alcaii, Talbot Smdi is a sent were heard amilhd: 
good model to follow in 
terms 'of employee  
: lifestyles houldbe pai'tOf: ing a ~ffc~nt approach 
the cur r i cu lum from to commercial ro land 
assistance, but he added 
that their :program is un- 
doubtedly too Costly to be 
app l ied  by o ther  
employers in the re#on. 
COMMUNITY 
VOLUNTEERS 
PROPOSED AS 
ANSWER 
Leonard • George, a 
Court "worker  f rom 
Kispiox, told the task 
force professionals work- 
ing out of offices wil lnot 
solve chemical abuse 
prob lems. .  The best 
resource, he said, is com- 
munity ~,olunteers who 
work with people on the 
street. 
"There are people Hght 
here in Terrace who can 
do it," George said. "You 
can't, sit in an office, you 
-have to reach out and use 
v'o!unteers, estab l ish  
counselling centers in the 
community. I've seen it 
work." 
George said an over- 
whelming proportion of 
the court counselling he 
does involves criminal acts 
that are a direct come- 
quence of alcohol and 
drug abuse, when asked 
by a panel menaber what a 
society without drugs and 
alcohol would be like, 
George replied, " I 'd  be 
out of a job, the.Ministry 
of Social Services would 
be out of a job, the courts 
WOuld be out of a job and 
you'd be out of a job. It 
would -be beautiful i f  
booze and drugs were cut 
out, the government  
would go broke." 
Leonard stressed the 
need •for p revent ive  
• tian religion helps alleviate 
-munity support organza- 
the room:when::Leohard " G i tk~ ::lands, the For t  sockeye retum,,,Althougb "returnt-o the river, spawn.; 
• suggested .hea l th  .and  Babine IndianBand is,tak-- the;suCc~', s fully'.;enhanced' andeventually re~vex,:in-' :.:." 
, )sockeyecan:withstand the number. 
" .present ~-harvest:.:rate, .... ' " - , - •  : - " 
.k indergarten through . •fishing,, Brown : said, unintentional .netting o f  -The proposa l  :is . 
grade.• 12. Task force/.S6¢keye jacks have been ' pinks is. resulting " in .a  eminently sensible from a ' 
cha i rman J im .Ryan harvested . and: sold for i a lower escapement every conservation Viewpoint, 
pointed .out that people considerfible period of year. : : . but it will be difficult to. 
generally learn drinking t ime:by  the band, :who ' .Two • DFO 5 planning sell to coastal fishermen 
habits before they. learn .take:them. at  a tf ibuta~ . bmlogists f rom • Van- because their- por t ;onof  
working habits, a factor  entrance to" Bah;he Lake couver,D0n Radford and the sockeye harvest will be 
that contributes to the  that has been the locale Robin Hoffos,. presented cut. , .~ . 
problem of chemical for an < intensive nhance,- the meeting i~with a=series" - 
abuse on the job. -~  ment program. Unlike the. of options for -managing Radford and  Hoffos 
" Gitksan, the Fort'..Babine the SkeenaRiver fishery po in ted  out : that ' the.i- - 
George's i~ontenti6, Indians have accepted the that came out of-lengthy Skeena sockeye manage, 
that turning to the Chris- DFOas final management and :. in tens ive  f ie ld  ment options are.just one . - - 
authority, and -Broww research •:coupled • with aspect of a comprehensive: 
the stress of recovering noted'thatall:profitsfrom computer technology, study .that. encompasses, 
from an abusiye lifestyle ,sale o f , the  s~keye .are " The opt ions ,  were the entire B.C. -coastal 
was echoed by Doug -plowed back into enhance- generated by a computer: fishery; the 142volume 
Foster. He said NADC ment programs. : " ' " model designed with five study has just come into • 
makes use of every corn- The Bab ine-  Lake. years, of escapeincnt'and print2 Both were also . 
enhancement project drew catch data from.-the. ,careful to emphasize the 
tion available and church national attention .: two, Skeena River f ishery,Of,  project is presently. in a 
groups are :often ap- years ago. when amassive the four options given for consultativ~e >stage; and i 
propriate ..because they. retumof hatchery, sockeye the.Skeena sockeye, the ..none ,of the"opti0ns ~e 
don't condone the use of Clogged the • spawning  onethat  caught he atten, assured policy. . • . . . . .  
alcohol or drugs, channels and millions of  t ion of Coalition members , -: . - 
Terrace was one o f  12 fish died in the crush, was a proposal to set an Jim Cull)-, a.member of 
. . . . . .  " escapement o f .  sockeye/the Coalition and'  loeai 
B.C. commumties chosen DFOMANAGEMENT above the:DFO'smrget recreational fmhing ad-  
as sites for task force hear -  PROPOSAL level to allow •the pink visor to the DFO, said 
ings. Wendy Waite, a APPLAUDED salmon population to ,a f te r  the  b io log is ts '  
representat ive of  the As  the commercial  recover. Excess .sockeye, presentation, "This is a 
Workers' Compensation fishing fleet on the coast Hoffos said, would be golden opportunity for us 
Board and executive dire~, h t i . . . .  . 
- .- - : - - i .  o , , ,1 '  angs enac ousty on to m taken at the entrance to to support this concept. [or Ior me tas,, torce, s,-.u 
" ~allotted harvesting rates, the spawning grounds on We'd better not miss the 
they expect to have a the catch of enhanced.  Babine Lake: The option boat . " '  
report ready for cabinet , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .......... - - -. 
by the.end of June. . . . . .  . .... . :. , " . . . . .  
THE BESTAIRLINE IN 
THE WEST IS CAHADIAH. 
Other  task force 
members are Jim Ryan, 
chairman and an executive 
for Johnston Terminals,. 
Dr. David Baker, a Vic- 
toria fami ly  physician, 
Bob Buckley, safety direc- 
tor for Cominco in Trail.. 
and a representative ofthe 
• B .C .  Business Council, 
and Dr. Douglas Graham, 
senior technical advisor tO 
the Ministry of Health.., 
; ~• You never call, you never write, you forget her birthday;. 
Here's yourgolden opportunity to make up for it and be her favorite ch i l~  • 
Write your own personal message to Morn and choose beauliful art~just for her[ 
#1 $1 .00  #2 $2 .00  #3 $3.00 #4 $5,00 
Not bad. S-he'd like Good choke, Wow, you, re such 
She likes flowers, this one t0o! she'll ove it! a good kid! 
M6m is #II. 
Tell us what number you want and write the message! Only $5.00 for five lines, add $L00 for each 
. -., additional line plus the charge for whichever artwork you select; or the message alone for $5.00. 
• " N0w fill oct he information brow, she'll be so b--qppy you rememba'cd heron Mother's Day! 
¢ 
1. I think Mom would like this art # 
2. I'd like to send Mom this message: 
( f lgu~ tbeut  4 words 1~ l ine, pleaM pr int)  
3. Add the art charge and the message charge together $ .  
4. Mail this ad and a check forthe total amount o usl 
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On April 26, Pacific Western Airlines and Canadian • Pacific 
Air Lines became one airline. With one great schedule. 
NOWI MORE NONSTOPS THAN EVER BEFORE. 
: (6 OUT'OF 14 WEEKLY TO VANCOUVER) ' . . . . .  ,..: ~i,  i,~ 
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THE SPIRIT TAKES WING. 
Canadian Air l ines International 
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